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ABSTRACT

Context. Distributed software development teams frequently faced several issues from
communication, co-ordination and control aspects. Teams are facing these issues because
between teams there is socio-cultural distance, geographical distance and temporal diatance.
So, the purpose of the study is to find out the acts when distributed Scrum teams face the
problems.

Objectives. There are several numbers of common GSD challenges or issues exist; such as,
face to face meetings difficult, increase co-ordination costs and difficult to convey vision &
strategy so on. The purpose of this study was to search, additional frequently occurred
Global Software Development (GSD) issues or challenges. As well as, to find out the
mitigation strategies, those practices by the Scrum practitioners (distributed software
environment) in the industry.

Methods. In this study, systematic literature review and scientific interview with distributed
Scrum practitioners were conducted for empirical validation. One of the purpose for
interview was to get challenges & mitigations from distributed Scrum practitioners point of
view; as well as, verifying the literature review’s outcomes. Basically, we have extended the
Hossain, Babar et al.’s [1] literature review and followed the similar procedures. Research
papers were selected from the following sources, such as, IEEEXplore, ACM Digital library,
Google Scholar, Compendex EI, Wiley InterSciene, Elsevier Science Direct, AIS eLibrary,
SpringerLink. In addition, interviews were conducted from the persons who have at least six
months working experience in a distributed Scrum team. Moreover, to analyze the interviews
thematic analysis method has been followed.

Results. Three additional common GSD challenges and four new mitigation strategies are
found. Among the additional issues, one of them is communication issues (i.e. lack of
trust/teamness or interpersonal relationship) and rest of them are co-ordination issues (i.e.
lack domain knowledge/ lack of visibility and skill difference and technical issues).
However, additional mitigation strategies are synchronizing works, preparation meeting,
training and work status monitoring. Finally, frequently faced GSD issues are mapped with
mitigation strategies by basing on the results obtained from SLR and interviews.

Conclusions. Finally, we have got three additional GSD issues (such as, lack of trust/
teamness/ interpersonal relationship, lack of visibility/ lack of knowledge and difference in
skills & technical issues) with the existing twelve common communication, co-ordination
and control issues. The mitigation techniques (such as, synchronized works hour, ICT
mediated synchronous communication and visit so on) for the common GSD issues has been
found out and validated by Scrum practitioners. Among the existing issues, several of them
use new mitigation strategies, those were gotten from practitioners. Moreover, for the two
existing control issues (i.e. management of project artifacts may be subject to delays;
managers must adapt to local regulations) lessening or mitigation techniques have been
addressed by interviewees.

This study was carried out to get the common GSD issues & mitigations from literature and
distributed Scrum practitioners.

Keywords: Global software development, Distributed
software development, Scrum, Agile.
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TERMILOGY

Term/Abbreviation Definition
Authors Students responsible for writing the thesis

work (unless specified)
GSD Global Software Development

SLR Systematic Literature Review
RM Research Methodology
RS Research Step

RQ Research Question

RE Requirement Engineering

Product Owner (PO) A specific role in the Scrum team. Primary
responsibilities include defining product
feature, product contents, release dates.
Also responsible for return of investment
therefore adjusting features and priorities.
Primary decision maker for accepting or
rejecting work results.

Scrum Master A specific role in the Scrum team. Along
with other responsibilities, primarily a
facilitator or a team leader helping to
remove any impediments or shielding the
team from external interference.

SoS Scrum of Scrums

IM Instant Messaging

ICT Information and Communication
Technology
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1 INTRODUCTION

There has been a significant increase of globalization in software development within the
last couple of decades [2]. Software development, once mainly done within collocated teams
sitting and developing ‘in house’ are now moving more towards the Global Software
Development (GSD) settings, with distributed teams situated in different geographical
locations. Based on organization type (same organization or different organization) and
team’s distribution (same country or different country), team distribution scenarios are
categoried into different number of groups. But when teams are globally distributed and
organization type is not fixed, then teams are grouped into two forms; one is offshore in-
sourcing and the other one is offshore out-sourcing. Offshore in-sourcing reflects the teams,
those are distributed between different countries within the same organization [3]. On the
contrary, offshore out-sourcing represent the teams that are distributed between different
countries among different organizations [3]. Organizations are attracted by distributed
environment due to the following reasons, such as, low development cost, leverage of time
zone effectiveness, accessibility of the skilled labor market, sharing of the best practices and
so on [4][2]. Distributed development, however, introduces many challenges, for instance,
distribution of inter-dependent work items, co-ordination of works and managing the conflict
during distribution of modules and so on [5]. Large integration of different modules
integration is quite risky in distributed projects as well and there have many other issues in
distributed development [5][6][7][8].

There are several numbers of challenges arise in the distributed environment. Global
software distribution challenges are categorized into different groups according to its types
and nature [9][10]. The main categories are communication, co-ordination and control. Each
category is sub-divided based on temporal distance, geographical distance and social-cultural
distance [9][10].

According to some recent studies, Scrum is the most widely adapted agile methodology used
in the industry followed by Extreme Programming (XP) [11]. 10% of the surveyed
developers stated they used Scrum methodology for the software development.  Another
survey study from ‘VisionOne’ confirms the broad usage of the Scrum as a methodology for
developing software [12]. The survey from ‘VisionOne’ with 4770 participants from 91
countries, states 58% usage of the most closely followed methodology of Scrum and 4% of
XP. Scrum is considered to be effective for co-located project as it focuses on rich
communication and collaboration [13] [14] [15].

Due to Scrum’s recent popularity on its usage and adaptation within the global software
development, there have been quite a number of studies conducted on usage of Scrum
methodologies for mitigating challenges in GSD sittings. Several papers argue that some
Scrum practices such as daily Scrum, Scrum of Scrums, sprint planning and retrospective
meeting planning help engaging distributed team members in a collaborative process [14]
[16]. Scrum practices also help to visualize hidden problems within teams, develop trust
between distributed teams and build team spirit [17]. Sprint planning provides shared
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visualization of project activities and it enhances “teamness” among the members [18].
Moreover, the daily Scrum meeting is thought to bring total transparency and encourages
informal communication among distributed stakeholders and within the team [19]. A more
recent research framework has been proposed in [16] from the perspective of common GSD
challenges and the solution mechanism of GSD challenges through Scrum.

There have been a less amount of empirical research conducted on the Scrum practices in the
context of GSD [1] [16]. . Among the selected article of systematic literature review [1]
represents that 80% of industrial experience report and only 20% of empirical case study.
Also, some of the challenges and its mitigation strategies are said to be incomplete and
requires more substantial findings [16]. Therefore, this project work would contribute to
filling out the gaps by answering and elaborating the body of knowledge of Scrum in
distributed software development.
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2 BACKGROUND

During the early years of software development (during 1950’s and 1960’s), the Code and
Fix model was used, primarily as a software development model [20]. It was used when
requirements were fully known and development process went through coding and fixing the
bugs. This model found to be highly inadequate because it’s unable to adapt requirements
change, which has a huge significant impact on the product [20].

The waterfall model is defined by sequences of development processes; such as,
requirement analysis, design, coding, testing and delivery [20]. Limitations of this model are
(1) “The waterfall model is rigid”, (2) “It is monolithic”, (3) heavily document oriented [20].
To overcome the waterfall model’s difficulties, The evolutionary model and the spiral model
were defined. The evolutionary approach implemented in two forms, one is incremental
implementation and other one is prototyping [20]. The spiral model integrates the
characteristics of waterfall model, incremental implementation and prototyping approach
[20].

Agile is an evolutionary software development approach [21]. It is an iterative software
development methodology that encourages to incremental and continual development [22]. It
develops the product through close collaboration between the development teams and
sponsors. Each iteration followed these steps, such as, requirement analysis, design, coding
and testing [22].  Mostly used agile philosophy is Extreme Programming (XP) and Scrum.
XP concentrates on product rather than managerial aspect. Scrum projects go through the
Product Backlog that contains a priority list of stories. Unlike XP, Scrum focuses on both
product development and managerial aspects [22]. Scrum is considered to be the most
effective in co-located teams [1].

2.1 Scrum methodology

The structure of Scrum can be summarized as follows [25] [26].

2.1.1 Roles in Scrum
Scrum methodology is consisted mainly with the following roles; the Product Owner,
Development Team and the Scrum Master [25] [26].

I. The Product Owner: The Product Owner (PO) is the sole person primarily
responsible for the return of investment (ROI) for the product [23] [24]. A Product
Owner is empowered to take decision for all stakeholders and users. He or she is also
the primary decision maker for accepting or rejecting work results. A Product Owner
would manage the vision of the product; maximize the ROI by adjusting features,
contents, priorities and releases.  The Product Owner develops, maintains, explains &
presents the Product Backlog to the development team [23] [24].
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II. The Development Team: Also referred as ‘the Team’, is small in number (typically
seven plus or minus two) consists of different professionals in order to develop the
product [23] [24]. Most importantly, the Team is cross functional, self-managing and
self-organized. The team produces the potential shippable product at the end of the
sprint.

III. The Scrum Master: A Scrum Master is the person who acts as a facilitator for the
team to follow Scrum processes, theory, practices and rules [23][24].  A Scrum
Master would do everything that is required to make a Scrum team successful. He or
she would have various different responsibilities, including facilitating meetings,
identifying organizational impediments and removing them. A Scrum Master would
also be acting as a gatekeeper, blocking any disruptions to affect the Scrum team,
teaching the team to be cross functional and self-organized. Moreover,
communicating goals, visions and product backlog management to the development
team are also served by the Scrum Master [23] [24].

2.1.2 Meetings in Scrum

I. Sprint planning: Sprint planning meeting takes place at the beginning of the sprint
[23]. Product owner & Scrum team review the product backlog and take a item to
complete it within this sprint [23].

II. Daily Scrum: Also referred to as the Daily Standup is a short, time-boxed meeting
(usually not more than 15 minutes) that takes place every workday [23] [24]. In the
meeting information is inspect to monitor the progress [23].

III. Sprint review and Retrospective: At the end of the sprint, a Sprint review meeting
takes place where the development team is able to present what has been
accomplished during the sprint [23] [24]. Participants for this meeting usually
include Scrum team, Scrum Master, Product Owner, customers, different
stakeholders etc. Following the review meeting, a retrospective meeting is conducted
to look for improvement opportunities [23]. During the retrospective meeting, the
team including Scrum Master, Product Owner and other stakeholders assess on what
is working in the sprint and what is not and then decide on required changes or
improvments [23].

IV. Scrum of Scrums: The meeting that takes places between multiple Scrum teams who
are working on the same product [25]. Scrum of Scrums is the technique used to scale
up large groups (more than 12 people) and divide them into smaller teams. One
member from each smaller teams is representeded as an ambassador to participate on
the Scrum of Scrums meeting.

2.1.3 Artifacts in Scrum

I. Product Backlog: The Product Backlog is the prioritized features list of requirements
for the product [23] [24]. It contains details of the product including all the
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functionalities, features, produt requirements (including change requirements,
patches and fixes etc.) that the product must have.  The Product Backlog is managed
and compiled by the Product Owner in order to maximize the return of investement
of the product. The Product Backlog is a dynamic, ordered list (top priority item goes
on top of the list) that evolves with the change in product and its environment
(changes in product market for example).

II. Sprint Backlog: The Sprint Backlog consists of the list of work that the development
team choose to work on during a Sprint [23] [24]. Only the development team is
entitled for any modifications within the Sprint Backlog. Each items in backlog is
designed and breaking down into sets of individual task. The list of documented tasks
is called Sprint Backlog [23].

III. Burndown Chart: The Burndown Chart is a graphical representations the product
progress with respect to work remaining versus the time [23].

2.1.4 Scrum Process Overview

Product owner develop the product backlog based on product vision. Product backlog

contains prioritized list of items and each items is called sprint backlog [23]. Scrum

makes the product development in cycles of works. Each cycle is called sprint and each

sprint length typically 1-4 week long [23]. After the sprint, in the sprint review and

retrospective meeting, it is discussed on developed sprint.  Once sprint launched, Scrum

team member meet everyday for 15 minutes in appointed time to discuss on progress

[23].
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Figure 1: Scrum process overview [23]

2.1.5 Distributed Scrum Model
“Scrum is a tool, a framework that can be used to build complex products. It does not
prescribe any of the common engineering, people, risk management, or other practices. For
instance, it doesn't say the team has to be co-located.” – Ken Schwaber

Following are three types of distributed Scrum model that are commonly observed [25]:

I. Isolated Scrum: Teams are isolated across different geographies. By that means,
many cases in this Scrum model, the offshore teams may not be cross functional or
following Scrum practices either [25].

II. Distributed Scrum of Scrums: Teams are isolated across different geographies.
However, are connected through regular Scrum of Scrums [25].

III. Totally integrated Scrum: In this model, teams are cross functional with one another
that are distributed across different geographical locations [25].

2.2 Agile / Scrum usage in GSD

Last several years, distributed software development has become popular in the software
industry [2]. The software industry is eager to adopt distributed development, because of
low development cost [4] [2]. However, global software development brings up a good
number of challenges due to the GSE factors, known as geographical distance, temporal
(time zone) distance and socio-cultural distance [10].  Challenges are dependent on the
different factor,  these are distribution of development to different locations, co-ordination
between distributed teams, dividing the works into different modules and assigning them
between different locations, disputes between assumptions that are ignored in the co-located
team and communication challenges [5]. It is suggested to develop less dependent or
independent architecture for modules. That minimizes the communication effort between
sites. At the end, integration of all modules is a huge challenge [5]. Therefore, global
software development (GSD) requires additional effort to managing the projects and
mitigating the risks [10]. GSD challenges are highly situational, one challenge can lead to
different risks depending on the organizational context [10]. Global software distribution
challenges are categories into different groups, i.e. communication, co-ordination and control
[10].

Security is considered as an organizational issue. Many clients are concerned about the
confidentiality of the data and intellectual property of their business [26]. To ensure the data
security, private and secured network is used between the distributed team. By developing
the steps of the software and releasing frequent working version of the software, enhancing
clients confidence and assure clients from lack of security issues [26].
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From the cultural aspect, GSD has a great impact on offshore development [26]. Cultural
distance has an impact on the decision making process; it should not be under-estimated
[26]. Each country has different cultural festivals and its psychological values may not be
understood by the other country’s team. Agile emphasized on developing good
communication that makes client supportive when offshore teams required vacations for
cultural or religious purpose [26] [27]. Working style differs from culture to culture.
Therefore, cross-cultural communication creates problems with working style. Scrum
Alliance recommended Scrum of Scrum (SoS) for all distributed development teams. Scrum
teams linked with SoS where Scrum master communicates regularly across the locations.
This encourages communication, co-ordination and cross fertilization [27]. Daily Scrum
meeting helps to overcome cultural issues and inequalities. At the same time it also focuses
on the customer’s needs and sharing information with the offshore sites. By implementing
the Product Backlog, Scrum can achieve the maximum business values. Knowledge sharing
is a huge issue with the distributed settings. To share the knowledge rotation of team
members, pair programming is an effective strategy. Distributed Scrum team uses some XP
practices to achieve extremely high quality product [27].

In the geographically distributed settings, “it is so difficult, to maintain communication to all
client nuances, context and priorities” to the offshore teams [27]. Scrum facilitates the
communication between the distributed teams to share their sprint goals and knowledge [27].
It is mentioned that, in a CMMI level-5 company, distributed Scrum team’s productivity is
doubled than waterfall teams even with CMMI level-5 documentation overhead [27].

Managing document is another issue in GSD [26]. Changes of requirements are very
frequent because of business demand. Due to changes of requirements it is necessary to
keep updating the documents. An agile method emphasizes on speeding up the development
process as well as to cope up the business requirement changes [26]. Agile method focuses
on “developing the requirements which is required when they are required” [26].

Temporal, geographical and socio-cultural distance creates some co-ordination challenges.
Among them few challenges are mitigated by Scrum methodologies. “Increase co-ordination
cost” in GSD project is driven out by temporal distance. To mitigate this challenge
synchronized working hours, ICT mediated synchronized communication and at the same
time ICT mediated asynchronous communication are proposed [28][16]. Geographical
distance drives an issue that is “reduce informal contact can lead to lack of critical task
awareness” [28][16]. Scrum meeting in synchronous working hours, enables the ICT
mediated tools for synchronous communication, the retrospectives usage of ICT mediated
tools to post the result on the project wiki, frequent communication, sprint review, iteration,
planning contributes to resolving this geographical distance issue [28][16]. “Inconsistent
work practices can impinge on effective co-ordination” is occurring because of socio-
cultural distance [28][16]. Scrum meeting is mostly consistent in mitigating the socio-
cultural distance via the frequent communication, repetitive iteration of sprint related tasks;
online meetings and offline communication helps to avoid inconsistent co-ordination issues.
“Reduction of cooperation arising from misunderstandings” is happening due to language
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and cultural differences [28][16]. Mitigation steps, such as, frequent communication with
associated teams, online meetings and offline communication, inter-site visit, sprint reviews
are identified as effective strategies [28][16].

Simon and Fowler shared their experiences of using XP in a large distributed project
between US and India [5]. They have used the agile method in both onshore and offshore
teams; for communication they have successfully used agile principles in the distributed
settings. This project has successfully used short iterations, continuous integration, regular
status meetings, multiple communication modes, proxy customers in offshore teams and
rotation of resources [5]. Nisar  et al. [5] also shared their experiences of XP in the offshore
teams and collaborate with onshore customers. They have mentioned that in both projects,
they have emphasized on communication and client’s satisfaction. In these projects client’s
satisfaction, communication between onshore customers and offshore teams has been done
successfully [5]. It was reported that implementation of XP practices, i.e. continuous
buildings, unit testing, continuous integration, planning game, small release, automated
testing are useful in the distributed development [5].

A Finnish company developed their software by involving several on-site subcontractors.
Subcontractor has both on-site development teams in the customer premises as well as
offshore developers [5]. The company used Scrum methodology to avoid the problems that
they had faced in the waterfall process. The purpose of using Scrum was to give emphasize
on communication practices and knowledge sharing [5]. Even though they focused on
communication practices, the project still faced some problems with offshore teams such as
misunderstanding of requirements, offshore developers were not fast enough to ask for help
when they faced problems [5][10].

Short iterations, frequent buildings, continuous integration were seen as beneficial in GSD
project. Short iterations and continuous integration have a huge impact on project monitoring
process, building trust, collaboration process and to get high quality product [5].

Ebert and De Neve[5] have incremental development experience at Alcatel, where one team
was dedicated for each increment. This team tracked and judged the progress based on the
successful integration. Stable development is one of the key factors from the geographically
distributed development perspective and continuous incremental development in distributed
settings enhance the project cycle time. Neither Alcatel nor Motorola used very frequent
regular building cycles, such as daily or weekly builds [5]. Karlsson et al. [5] reported that
they successfully implemented the daily building and feature based development in
distributed projects. Incremental integration and frequent deliveries are the core practices in
the agile methodologies. According to Simon [5], iterative development model is beneficial
for distributed development projectsas it eliminates some of the risks that occurs due to the
distributed settings. Continuous integration and building, verification by testing can resolve
the problems in small scale and it helps to resolve the challenges of large integration of
modules that is known as “Big Bang” at the end of the project. Iterative development and
frequent deliveries increase the visibility of the project status that makes it easier for the
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project manager and customer to monitor the project progress. Fowler [5] discussed on the
duration of the iteration and mentioned that suitable iteration duration is minimum of two to
three weeks, due to communication overheads of distributed teams. Two to three months
iteration duration is too long [5].

Muhammad Faisal Nisar and TahirHameed [26] identified eight major challenges of GSD
project and discussed how the agile methodology can mitigate this issue. In the distributed
development project, frequent communication is essential for a quality product. Due to
geographical and temporal distance, a communication gap is created between the project
participants. Agile methodology emphasizes on frequent communication [29]. So, agility can
decrease the communication gap by having an online voice or video chatting, discussion by
instant messenger, sharing small and right documentation, regular feedback from building
and integration, increasing usage of tools and so on [26].

One of the major challenges in all offshore development projects is “transfer of business
domain to the offshore implementation team” [26]. Agile recommended some good practices
to solve this issue, such as, usage of proxy client, sending ambassadors from one site to
another site to distribute the knowledge of the business domain and usage of limited but
standard documentation practice e.g. UML diagram [26].

In the distributed projects, it is very difficult to project manager and investors to get the
accurate ideas about the project status, measuring and monitoring the project progress [26].
Agile method focuses on short iterations of working software, which is the milestone of
project monitoring and measurement the process [26].

In the distributed environment, when all the modules are brought for integration into the
main site, that time it needs huge effort and time to integrating the total system. It also
becomes the cause of headache to meet the deadline due to last minute integration bugs [26].
It is said that since they are using “Continuous integration” according to agile method, it
saves their lot of integration effort at last moment [26].

The project is estimated by manager, investor and programmers based on the information
from others; some fudge factors are also considered [26]. In the offshore development
model, development team never meets with managers and investors face-to-face. Therefore,
deviation between the planned estimation and actual estimation can vary hugely. Agile
project estimation is built by collecting aggregate estimation of a set of features and
feedback from developers. Agile method also focuses on frequent working version of
software that helps to measure the project progress and estimation at an early stage [26].

Benefit of daily Scrum meeting with a GSD project is that it makes the project monitoring
process transparent and effective for quick identification of problems. Due to the daily
Scrum meeting, it is difficult to hide the problems over long time. Scrum of Scrum also
works as an early defect detection mechanism; it creates open channels and encourage for
informal communication between teams that helps with distribution of information [14].
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Sprint makes frequent monitoring opportunity between distributed sites. At the time of sprint
planning, sprint planning provide an opportunity to all members of different sites to
participate for clarifications, understanding of tasks, to get a commitment to goals and
bringing transparency into GSD projects. Sprint demo brings transparency into the project,
makes the monitoring process frequent and unsure the understanding of requirements.
Backlogs help the team members to follow the progress [14].

2.3 Review of the state of art

2.3.1 Scrum methodology on GSD settings
Muhammad Faisal Nisar and Tahir Hameed identified eight major offshore challenges of
GSD and discuss how agile methodology can be helpful in mitigating the issues, such as,
“communication gap”, “transfer of business domain” and “decreased project visibility” so on
[26]. The article indicates that offshore development requires more communication and daily
15-20 minutes of progress discussion, over messenger services. The authors conclude by
stating that the agile methodologies play a better role than plan driven methods in offshore
development [26].

E. Hossain, A. Babar and H. Paik [1] have conducted a systematic literature review to
uncover the existing Scrum practices as well as common risk factors that restrict the use of
Scrum in GSD and their corresponding mitigation strategies. The SLR [1] has selected 20
articles from the year 2003 to 2009 with 7 challenging factors of GSD and its mitigation
strategies by using the Scrum methodology. One of the conclusions or the findings from the
SLR indicates that there are more empirical studies demanded for understanding the usage of
the Scrum methodology in GSD projects. Based on the SLR [1], a conceptual framework
with GSD risk factors and their mitigation strategies through related practices has been
constructed [9]. Later, in a more recent study, the authors have recommended a research
framework from the perspective of common GSD challenges and the solution mechanism of
GSD challenges through Scrum [16]. The authors have reviewed a total of 27 selected
research papers with 12 common challenges of GSD that were found in the literature [16].
All the challenges were placed into three process categories, namely Communication,
Coordination and Control against the distance dimensions such as temporal, geographical,
socio-cultural distances. Three (3) of the challenges were categorized under communication,
four (4) challenges were under coordination and five (5) challenges were classified under the
category of control. The table shows the summary of the common challenges found in the
literature [16].
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Table 1: Existing common GSD challenges table [16].

Challenges
Category

ID Challenge Source
Category

Communication

Com1 Reduced opportunities for synchronous
communication

Temporal
distance

Com2 Face to face meetings difficult Geographical
distance

Com3 Cultural misunderstandings Socio-cultural
distance

Co-ordination

Coor1 Increased coordination costs Temporal
distance

Coor2 Reduced informal contact can lead to lack
of critical task awareness

Geographical
distance

Coor3 Inconsistent work practices can impinge on
effective coordination

Socio-cultural
distance

Coor4 Reduced cooperation arising from
misunderstanding

Socio-cultural
distance

Control

Con1 Management of project artifacts may be
subject to delays

Temporal
distance

Con2 Difficult to convey vision and strategy Geographical
distance

Con3 Perceived threat from training low-cost
‘rivals’

Geographical
distance

Con4 Different perceptions of authority can
undermine morale

Socio-cultural
distance

Con5 Managers must adapt to local regulations Socio-cultural
distance

2.3.2 Overview of common challenges

Communication challenges:
Com1. Reduced opportunities for synchronous communication: Due to large time zone
differences, there exists little or no opportunities for the team members who are dispersed
geographically to contact directly [16].

Com2. Face to face meetings difficult: Difficulty in holding face to face meeting due to fact
that developers are located in different countries in a distributed team [16].

Com3. Cultural misunderstandings: Developers that are located in different countries may
have differences in language and culture which may well result in misunderstandings among
themselves [16].
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Coordination challenges:
Coor1. Increased coordination costs: Due to large time zone difference results in an increase
in complexity in a coordination effort and increase in costs [16] [28].

Coor2. Reduced informal contact can lead to lack of critical task awareness: Since the
members are located in different geographical locations, there exist the lack of close
interactions resulting in reducing team awareness among them [16] [28].

Coor3. Inconsistent work practices can impinge on effective coordination: Due to the
different geographical dispersion of the team members, differences in culture, language,
motivation and work ethics hamper the effectiveness of project coordination [16] [28].

Coor4. Reduced cooperation arising from misunderstanding: Reduced in the cooperation
arise from misunderstanding caused by differences in culture and languages of the dispersed
team members [16] [28].

Control challenges:
Con1. Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays: The difficulty of enforcing
standard on processes and artifacts among different sites in order to be maintained
consistency and interoperability [16].

Con2. Difficult to convey vision and strategy: Difficulties of offshore based managers to get
across project’s vision and strategies for stakeholders distributed across offshore sites [16].

Con3. Perceived threat from training low-cost ‘rivals’: Employees from a higher cost
economies can sense the risk of their job taken away by the resources of the lower cost
economies [16].
Con4. Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale: Different cultures may
consist of different perception of team authorities that could result in undermining the
morale [16].

Con5. Managers must adapt to local regulations: Onshore based managers must be aware of

the offshore local regulations that sets the limitations on the project [16].

2.3.3 Challenge Mitigation Mechanism Categories

The following mitigation mechanism has been constructed by the research framework [16].
There are 8 categories with the ID GSD_p1 to GSD_p8 with the definition is shown below.
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Table 2: Existing mitigation strategies [16] for common GSD challenges.

Mitigation

strategies

ID Description

Synchronized work

hours

GSD_P1 Increase overlapping working hours between sites to

enable synchronous communication for meetings; for

example, adjust working hours at sites to create some

overlap or participate in meetings from home.

ICT-mediated

synchronous

communication

GSD_P2 Practices that enable synchronous formal or informal

communication between teams; for example, use

individual or conference phone calls, teleconference, video

conference, web conference, or application.

ICT-mediated

asynchronous

communication

GSD_P3 Practices that enable asynchronous communication

between team members; for example, email, Instant

Messaging, or Wiki.

Visit GSD_P4 The face-to-face meeting made possible by travelling

between sites. Two main kinds: seeding visits to build

relationships, and; maintaining visits to sustain

relationships.

Frequent (or

Improved)

communication

GSD_P5 Enable frequent formal and informal communication

among team members through tools and/or face-to-face

meetings.

Iteration GSD_P6 Activities that involve cyclical repetition enable multiple

incremental opportunities to monitor progress and resolve

issues.

Review GSD_P7 Formal or informal activities that enable reflection on prior

activities, assessment of completed work, and the

opportunity for stakeholders to provide feedback to the

teams.

Planning GSD_P8 Activities that establish the scope of work, resourcing,

scheduling, and the processes to be employed.

2.3.4 Overview of Common Challenges Mitigation Strategies

Out of those 12 common challenges of GSD, 9 common challenges were identified with
some mitigation strategies by Scrum practices found in the literature as shown below [16].
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Table 3: Common challenges and their used mitigation strategies [16].
Challenges

Category
Challenge Description Mitigation Strategy

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

Com1. Reduced Opportunities for

synchronous communication

GSD_P1. Synchronized work hours,

GSD_P3. ICT-mediated asynchronous

communication

Com2. Face to face meetings difficult

GSD_P2. ICT-mediated synchronized

communication,

GSD_P3. ICT-mediated asynchronous

communication ,

GSD_P4. Visit.

Com3. Cultural misunderstandings

GSD_P3. ICT-mediated asynchronous

communication.

GSD_P4. Visit.

GSD_P5. Frequent (or

Improved) communication.

C
oo

rd
in

at
io

n

Coor1. Increased coordination costs

GSD_P1. Synchronized work hours.

GSD_P3. ICT-mediated asynchronous

communication

Coor2. Reduced informal contact can

lead to lack of critical task awareness

GSD_P2. ICT-mediated synchronized

communication

GSD_P3. ICT-mediated asynchronous

communication

GSD_P4. Visit.

GSD_P5. Frequent (or Improved)

communication

GSD_P6. Iteration

GSD_P7. Review

GSD_P8. Planning

Coor3. Inconsistent work practices

can impinge on effective coordination

GSD_P5. Frequent (or Improved)

communication.
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GSD_P6. Iteration

Coor4. Reduced cooperation arising

from misunderstandings

GSD_P3. ICT-mediated asynchronous

communication

GSD_P4. Visit.

GSD_P5. Frequent (or

Improved) communication

GSD_P6. Iteration

GSD_P8. Planning

C
on

tr
ol

Con1. Management of project

artifacts may be subject to delays

Con2. Difficult to convey vision and

strategy

GSD_P4. Visit.

GSD_P5. Frequent (or Improved)

communication

GSD_P7. Review

GSD_P8. Planning

Con3. Perceived threat from training

low-cost ‘rivals’

Con4. Different perceptions of

authority can undermine morale

GSD_P5. Frequent (or Improved)

communication

Con5. Managers must adapt to local

regulations

However, following 3 common challenges under category control did not have any means of
mitigation by the Scrum practices or mechanisms found in the literature.

Table 4: Common challenges with missing mitigation

Challenge Description Source category Process

category

Con1. Management of project artifacts may be

subject to delays

Temporal

distance

Control

Con3. Perceived threat from training low-cost

‘rivals’

Geographical

distance

Control
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Con5. Managers must adapt to local regulations Socio-cultural

distance

Control

The above challenges with missing mitigation strategies from the literature raise two
additional questions to the researchers [16]. Firstly, it raises the question of uncertainty about
the validity of the challenges themselves, that is if those challenges should be considered as
valid challenges or not. The second question aims at the identification of the gap in the
literature in case these three challenges are actually valid. One of the Objective of this thesis
project would be to identify if there are any mitigation strategies emerged in recent studies
together with the emergence of any other challenges subsequent to the previous SLR that
was conducted in the year 2009.

Therefore, there exist some major gaps in the literature with respect to Scrum teams
mitigating challenges of GSD and its validate that we were planning to explore further. The
findings of the project work would not only update the literature review, but also
validate/confirm the known challenges and their mitigation strategies. The final outcome is
to add additional knowledge on common GSD issues and their mitigation techniques from
Scrum practitioner aspect.
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3 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

The main purpose of this study was to identify the frequently faced problems in the
distributed Scrum teams. As well as, search the practices that are exercised in the distributed
Scrum teams to solve their issues. Finally, it comes up with a decision about Scrum fitness in
the dispersed software development environment. In order to do so, we have considered the
state of the art, discussed with distributed Scrum practitioners and proceed further for more
understanding on the topic and tried to fill out the gaps in the literature. The aim was
achieved by undertaking the following objectives:

 Evaluation of the Scrum teams practices to identify it’s perceived advantages are
realized in mitigating the common challenges in GSD.

 Discovering additional common challenges of the GSD and/or additional mitigation
processes through distributed Scrum teams practices.

 Identifying the commonalities and differences of Scrum practices when implemented
in GSD environment"?

 Identifying and elaborating the practices to mitigating commonly emerged challenges
of GSD, using distributed Scrum teams practices and Scrum methodology from the
literature.

 Determining and identifying the common challenges of GSD that are not mitigated
by distributed Scrum teams.

3.1 Research Questions
The followings are the research questions for the thesis project:
RQ1: How do Scrum teams mitigate the additional ‘commonly occurred’ GSD challenges
that are found in the literature, if any?
RQ2.1: What are the common challenges of GSD found from distributed practitioner’s point
of view?
RQ2.2: How do Scrum practitioners mitigate the commonly occurred GSD challenges from
the point of view of the distributed Scrum?
RQ3: What are the gaps and commonalities found from the SLR and an interview
questionnaire with regard to mitigation of common GSD challenges through Scrum?

Additional, ‘commonly occurred’ GSD challenges [RQ1] means extra or new common GSD
challenges. There is several numbers of common GSD challenges that are already mentioned
in the literature. It was one of the aim of this study is, to search for more or extra or new
common GSD issues.

In RQ3, among the SLR and interviews results, there are several stuffs are similar and
several stuffs are different. SLR gives literature analysis results and interview provides
Scrum practitioners experiences. Therefore, both literature review’s outcome and
practitioners experiences are compared to find the similarities and gaps.
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3.2 Research Outcome

The followings are the list of deliverables of the thesis project:
- A better understanding of identifying if Scrum is fitted well for the software development
project(s) that are globally distributed. In order to identify that, it is find out the practices of
Scrum teams in global software development for mitigation of the common challenges of
GSD that are actually realized by the distributed Scrum practitioners.
- An overall comparative analysis that might serve as a guideline for Scrum practitioners in a
global distributed setting.
- A most recent list of commonly occurred challenges in global software development from
distributed Scrum practitioner perspective.
- An overview of mitigation processes of commonly occurred challenges from the aspect of
distributed Scrum practitioners.
- A validation review, identification of gaps and commonalities on the Scrum and its actual
practitioners’ point of views on the usage of Scrum in global software development with
respect to what is perceived from the literature.

3.3 Structure of the Thesis

Figure 2: Structure of the thesis
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4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

4.1 Systematic literature review (SLR)
A SLR was aimed to be able to find all the available research that was relevant to answer a
particular research question [30], RQ1 in this study or thesis. In this study, the authors have
agreed to extend the literature review that has been conducted by Babar, Hossain et al. [1].
It helped to up-to-date the literature review, to find for additional challenges. Babar,
Hossain et al. SLR [1], covers papers up to 2009. Extending the SLR for this research project
tried to provide more recent challenges and mitigation strategies emerged subsequent to the
year 2009. The authors have followed the guidelines provided by Kitchenham and Charters
for the procedures of the SLR [30]. The review process of Kitchenham and Charters was
consisting of the following three phases, all of which phases could be performed both
orderly, sequentially and/or iteratively [30]:

I. Planning the review
II. Conducting the review
III. Reporting the review

A SLR for RQ1 was intended to identify additional commonly occurred GSD challenges and
to provide the corresponding mitigation strategies using the Scrum methodology.  At first,
the keywords, search terms and strings were required to be constructed accordingly for the
SLR. Since the authors planned to extend the SLR conducted by the authors in the article
[1], the same keywords and search strings for the literature review would be used. The time
range for the article selection was set to be from the year 2009 till 2013. That would allow
the research project to provide more up to date literature review on the topic. The same
electronic databases that were used, in the article [1] would be used for searching with the
search terms.  The authors would replicate the same processes and procedures for inclusion
criterion, selection decision, data extractions and quality assessment according to Babar and
Hossain et al. paper [1].

4.1.1 General analysis

General analysis is categorizing the data according to the relation between data [12]. There
are four steps in order to perform the analysis in general way. First one is, retrieved of GSD
challenges and their mitigation strategies; second one, looking for the common challenges;
thirdly, elimination of existing common GSD challenges and lastly, finalize the new
common GSD challenges & their mitigation strategies [12].

After conducting the SLR, data analysis was performed to search newly occurred challenges
and the Scrum oriented solutions that were followed in the distributed software development
environment. Mitigation techniques were searched for new issues from Scrum team’s aspect.
Challenges were sorted based on communication, coordination and control categories.

The existing common GSD challenges & mitigation strategies and newly found common
GSD challenges & mitigation strategies were used to develop the interview questionnaire.
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4.2 Interviews

For the RQ2.1 and RQ2.2, it was planned to do interviews, to find out what the actual Scrum
practitioners in a globally distributed projects, think to mitigate the GSD challenges. In order
to do so, it was liked to collect the GSD issues from Scrum practitioners perspective; as well
as, gathering their resolving techniques.

In the interview, the primary target participants would be any members with the Scrum role
(product owner, Scrum master, other members of the Scrum team) within the distributed
Scrum team who were practicing Scrum methodology on GSD projects (Scrum of Scrums,
distributed Scrum teams etc.) or had experience of working in such environmental settings in
the past. In addition, a snowballing sampling mechanism was also be implemented. A
snowball sampling was very useful for identifying the population of individuals with similar
characteristics, experience and interest [31]. The contact and referral chains would be taken
into the consideration as a snowball sampling mechanism. That is, it was requested to
participants to refer or forward to someone that the participant feels would be interested in
and suitable for participating in the interview. For example, a participant may be able to refer
other members of the Scrum team to participate in this interview. In this way, it may be able
to reach up to more Scrum practitioners.  Snowball sampling mechanism is also useful for
reaching the population in an informal way, obtaining insightful information that is difficult
to observe [31]. This sampling mechanism is more appropriate in the process of data
collection where it was intended to collect information on usage of the Scrum methodology
from different practitioners respective of their Scrum roles, distributed with different time
zones and/or having different socio-cultural distances among them.

For the interview, it was fixed that, those who had worked at least six months in a distributed
team, would be considered for interview. We planned to select a non probability sampling
(snowball sampling), that is, selecting the people from whom it would be easier to obtain the
information from. Our primary target was the professional network site Linkedin’s groups of
Scrum practices together with academic and professional contacts. The interview
questionnaire would consist of the list of GSD challenges and the mitigation process
addressed by Scrum methodologies from the SLR. The participants were expected to select
which Scrum practices that were applicable in mitigating the challenges of GSD that they
had come across in their global software development projects. Any additional processes of
Scrum practices may also been included and described briefly by the participants. The
contact and referral chains was used for interviewing the interviewees. The questionnaire
would consist of question(s) for verifying the suitability of the potential participants. The
eligible potential participants would then contacted and engaged informally if they were
willing to participate in the interview process.

Type of questionnaire: Type of the questionnaire would be a combination of both the closed
and open ended [32][33]. That is, all the possible answers would be predefined from the
SLR. Also, there would be an option of adding opinions of the participants on their own
opinions on certain questions. The reason behind performing the interview questionnaire was
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that, it could be used to collect a large amount of information with different types of data
with lower cost compared to that of observation or experimental methods.

We were looking for a semi structured interview with the intention of finding more details
about Scrum methodology on mitigating the GSD challenges. The data collected through the
interview would then be analyzed qualitatively.   Interview participants from the above
described process and sampling was expected to participate in the interview. As for the
interview media, different messenger services such as Skype, Googletalk, Yahoo etc. email
and telephone services were used according to the interviewee’s preferences. The data was
coded and analyzed using the method of thematic analysis.

4.2.1 Thematic analysis

A thematic analysis was a systematic analytical approach, most broadly used in the area of
qualitative research [34]. In order to analyze the qualitative data from the interview, thematic
analysis methodology was used. Thematic analysis not only associated with transcribing and
coding the data, it also helped in analyzing, interpreting and identifying the ‘themes’ out of
the data. In the end, a descriptive report was generated.

4.3 Comparison

At the end, comparison was conducted among the findings. That is, comparing the findings
of the SLR with the descriptive report; (i.e. the output from the interview questionnaire). In
other words, the focus would be on comparing the perceived benefits of the practices of
Scrum in distributed settings, to mitigating common challenges of GSD, that were found
from the literature and interviews. The comparison and the aggregated findings helped to
identify the gaps and commonalities in order to construct guidelines for the practitioners and
further research purposes.
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4.4 Research question and research methodology

Table 5: Mapping of RQ and RM

Research
Questions

(RQ)

Research Steps (RS) Research
Methodology (RM)

RQ1. RS1.1. Identify additional commonly
occurred challenges found in the literature

RS1.2. Identify the mitigation strategies
for those additional commonly occurred
challenges suggested in the literature.

 Systematic
Review

 General analysis

RQ2. RS2.1. Construct the challenges
checklist by presenting the list of
challenges to the practitioners and ask
them to identify the challenges, they have
faced in their distributed project.

RS2.2. Construct the mitigation
checklist by presenting the list of
mitigation strategies to the practitioners
and ask them to identify the mitigation
strategies used in order to mitigate the
challenges from the lists.

RS2.3. Identify additional challenges
and mitigation strategies used by the
practitioners.

 Interview
 Thematic Analysis

RQ3. RS3.1. Assessing the gaps and
commonalities found between literatures
compared that with the industry
practitioner’s point of views.

 Comparison
Analysis
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5 RESEARCH DESIGN

5.1 Systematic Literature Review

5.1.1 Planning the review

5.1.1.1 Necessity of a literature review

The necessity of a systematic literature review was “identifying, evaluating and interpreting
all available research relevant to a particular research question or phenomenon of interest
or area” [30].

Most of the research launch with systematic literature review [30]. The purpose of this
literature review was to do the study thoroughly, in a systematic manner with an unbiased
fashion in order to add the scientific value. The basic reason to diagnose a specific
phenomenon was both qualitatively, quantitatively [30].

In order to do a systematic literature review, Kitchenham guideline’s [30] was followed in
this study. This guideline facilitates systematic, precise and reliable review process for
empirical evidence that was described in the published papers. Hence, the SLR was used to
gather, investigate, interpret and analyze the data. Therefore, it helps the authors to
understand the surrounding scenario of research interest. The main three reasons for
conducting SLR were:

1) Identification of additional up-to-date knowledge. In this study, the authors liked to
discover any newly occurred common challenges that are inherent in GSD and their
mitigation strategies using the Scrum methodology.

2) Identification of existing research gaps within the current research and to provide
knowledge to fill out such gaps. The authors identified the gap in common GSD
mitigation strategies using the Scrum methodology of the existing research. Control
challenges Con1, Con3, Con5 did not have any mitigation strategies, conducting such
SLR, may provide some insight view to mitigation strategies and/or to the validation
of such challenges.

3) Adding values to the existing body of knowledge: Identifying the existing facts of
the specific research area or topic.

5.1.1.2 Development of Review protocol

The primary purpose of conducting the SLR was to systematically go through and find out
the additional and common challenges of distributed software development using the Scrum
methodology and its mitigation strategies for the challenges. In order to conduct the SLR,
Babar and Hossain et al. systematic literature review [1] was followed, where the review was
conducted up to the year 2009.
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In the next step, the review protocol was developed to describe the methodology which was
implemented in order to perform the SLR. In this study, Hossain and Babar et al. SLR was
extended and therefore, published papers from 2009 to 2013 was considered.

5.1.1.3 Search for Primary Process

In the SLR, published studies was reviewed those were related to this research interest. By
studying the empirical studies, frequently occurred GSD related risks and Scrum
practitioners’ practices to solve these issues was identified. Hossain and Babar et al. [1] did a
systematic literature review on the state-of-art of empirical studies in GSD and Scrum as
published between 2003 and 2009. Therefore, similar search strategies were followed.
Hossain and Babar et al. [1] SLR was extended by reviewing the published material
between 2009 and 2013 to get new challenges and practices; to include in this study.

Electronic Databases: In order to perform the search, the following databases was used:
1. IEEEXplore
2. ACM Digital library
3. Google Scholar
4. Compendex EI
5. Wiley InterSciene
6. Elsevier Science Direct
7. AIS eLibrary
8. SpringerLink.

Keywords and search string: The authors used keywords based on Hossain and Babar et al.
SLR [1]. The keywords were sorted into two categories, mainly based on agile practices and
GSD.  Global Software Development (GSD) had more keywords, only indicates that there
were more variants for the same term.

Table 6: Search keywords

Global Software Development (GSD) Agile Practices

 Global software development
 Global software engineering
 Collaborative software development
 Cross continent development
 Distributed software development
 Dispersed teams
 Distributed development
 Geographically distributed software

development
 Offshore
 off shoring

 Scrum
 Scrum practice
 Scrum method
 Agile
 Agile practice
 Agile methods
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Search Term keywords and string: The aim of the search string was to extract the Scrum and
GSD related studies for further investigation. All the above mentioned keywords were
combined by using the Boolean “AND” operator in order to achieve such result.  That is,
every possible combination of category type GSD and category type Agile Practices were
being searched using the following search string:

("Collaborative software development" OR "Cross continent development" OR "Distributed
software development" OR "Dispersed teams" OR "Distributed development" OR
"Geographically distributed software development" OR "Global software development" OR
"Global software engineering" OR "Offshore" OR "off shoring") AND ("Agile" OR "Agile
practice" OR "Agile methods" OR "Scrum" OR "Scrum practice" OR "Scrum method")

Since Google Scholar was more of a search engine than a database itself, there were some
restrictions on the usage of search string and authors were not able to use the whole search
string. If the authors were to split the search strings, ended up with very unrealistic,
unrelated results. So, authors had to take a few main keywords (Emphasized on Scrum and
GSD) to perform the search on the Google Scholar. The search string for the Google scholar
was as below:

Search string for Google Scholar:
("Collaborative software development" OR "Cross continent development" OR "Distributed
software development" OR "Dispersed teams" OR "Geographically distributed software
development" OR "Global software development") AND ("Scrum" OR "Scrum practice" OR
"Scrum method")

5.1.1.4 Study selection criteria and procedures

A similar selection criteria [1] was followed by the authors, in order to obtain the study. The
following table describes the general selection criteria (note: tick mark means considered and
cross mark means not considered):

Table 7: General selection criteria

Relevance Criteria

By Search Yes

 Contains the search strings

 Publication date after 2008

 Language of the text is English

 Published papers (We assume that

the published papers are peered

reviewed)
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Title No

 Editorials

 Prefaces

 Article reviews

 Discussion comments

 News

 Summaries of tutorial

 Workshops

 Panels and poster sessions.

Abstract  Relevance to research keywords,

terms, interests and question.

Full Text  Focus on Scrum in distributed

settings

 GSD challenges and mitigation by

means of usage of Scrum

methodology

 Empirical data – both empirical

and user experiences

5.1.1.5 Quality assessment procedure of primary studies

The main purpose of formulating selection criteria was to ensure that the appropriate
published materials selected were relevant to the thesis topic. In addition, the purpose of
usage of quality checklist in this study was to ensure that definition of quality study was
steady between the two authors. The purpose of quality assessment of the study materials
was to minimize the probability of biasness between authors from the aspect of relevance
[30]. In order to assess and evaluate the quality of the papers, authors were followed the
additional exclusion criteria to screen through the final review papers according to Hossain
and Babar et al. [1]. Selection criterions were given in the following table.
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Table 8: Primary Selection Criteria [1]

Criterion Yes/ No

C1.Does a paper addresses the use of any Scrum practices in
distributed projects?

Yes/No

C2. Does a paper discuss any real life experience of using Scrum
practices in distributed projects?

Yes/No

C3. Does the objective of the paper is clearly mentioned? Yes/No

C4. Does the paper discuss GSD project contextual factors
adequately?

Yes/No

The criteria C1 to C4 were rather straight forward. C1 and C2 were dedicated towards Scrum
practices in distributed projects. As mentioned earlier, since there was a lack of existing
empirical evidence on distributed Scrum, ‘expert opinion’ or ‘lesson learned’ has also been
considered for this study. Criterion C3 was dedicated towards the quality of the paper’s
descriptions. Criterion C4 represents more about the presence of GSD factors in the paper.
All the criteria from C1 to C4 were graded using a dichotomous scale. Only the papers that
obtain ‘Yes’ as an answer to the all four criterion questions above must be considered as a
final review paper during the final selection [10].

5.1.2 Conducting the Review

5.1.2.1 Data Extraction Strategy

The main purpose of usages of data extraction form was extracting the data from primary
studies those discussed on distributed project and mitigation process for relevant issues. As
mention earlier, search strategies, data extraction form adopted from Hossain and Babar et
al. SLR [1]. The main purposes for conducting the literature review was the identification of
challenges and their mitigation strategies associated with Scrum. However, those studies
focused on challenges and solutions from the Scrum perspective in a distributed environment
were considered as primary papers. Therefore, data extraction forms hold vital information
that was used for further information manipulation and review process.

5.1.2.2 Research Paper Identification

The authors have conducted the search of published papers from 2009 to 2013. This was
done to ensure that most up-to-date published papers were included to identify the recently
occurred common GSD challenges and their mitigation strategies using Scrum. In this
systematic literature review, the publication year 2009 was included as a precautionary step,
to resolve the risk of missing paper which was not included in the previous study [1]. This
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literature review followed similar databases, selection processes and search strings that were
used by Hossain and Babar et al. literature review [1]. Summary of the selection processes is
given in the following table.

Table 9: Result of 2009 to 2013
STEPS AUTHORS

INVOLVE

CRITERIA NUMBER OF

PAPER LEFT

By Search Both  Search by strings

 Published from

2009 to 2013

 English only

1505

By Title Both  Search by terms 175

By Abstract Both  Search terms and

relevant research

question

79

Full Text Both  Does a paper
address the use of
any Scrum
practices in
distributed
projects?

 Does a paper
discuss any real
life experience of
using Scrum
practices in
distributed
projects?

 Does the objective
of the paper is
clearly
mentioned?

 Does the paper
discuss GSD
project contextual
factors
adequately?

20
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5.1.2.3 Complete Steps in Conducting Systematic Review

Collection and maintenance of references were done by reference management software
Zotero.

In this SLR the authors conducted the following steps that were also similar to the stages
defined in [1].

Table 10: The selection process of primary papers

STAGES DESCRIPTION OF STAGES

Stage 1 Electronic Databases

Stage 2 Exclude studies based on the basis of Titles and keywords

Stage 3 Exclude studies based on the basis of Abstracts

Stage 4 Obtain primary papers: Scrum in distributed project

Stage1. Electronic Databases: Seven databases and Google scholar were used by both the
authors to search for the papers. The paper publication year was selected from 2009 to 2013.
1926 articles was collected using the search string.

Table 11: Search result for stage 1

Databases

No. of articles (with

duplicate articles)

No. of articles

(without duplicate

articles)

ACM Digital library 180 131

AIS eLibrary 82 81

Compendex EI 153 79

Google Scholar 555 354

IEEEXplore 638 552

Elsevier Science Direct 132 131

SpringerLink 72 69

Wiley InterScience 114 108

After removing the duplicate articles using Zotero, 1505 articles was left from the databases.

Stage2. Exclude studies based on the basis of titles and keywords: In this stage, both
authors sat together and went through the titles of 1505 articles resulted from the previous
stage to look for their relevancy to the research terms and themes. At this stage the articles
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with the title which indicates the definite out of scope to the research topic was excluded.   In
case of the articles with ambiguous titles, the authors also considered the presence of
keywords of ‘Agile practices’ to the article keyword/tag and abstract section in order to
make sure, not missing out any relevant papers.

The results of the 175 selected articles from this stage based on the mentioned criteria are
given in the following table.

Table 12: Search result for stage 2

Data bases No. of articles

ACM Digital library 6

AIS eLibrary 8

Compendex EI 35

Google Scholar 58

IEEEXplore 60

Elsevier Science Direct 4

SpringerLink 3

Wiley InterScience 1

Stage3: Exclude studies based on the basis of Abstracts: Authors went through the
abstract of 175 articles from the previous stage independently. They looked for the paper’s
relevance to the research topic, search terms, interesting and relevance to the research
questions. They marked the paper with the following tags:
“Selected” - The ones that are clearly relevant,
“Not selected” - The ones that are definitely outside the scope of the research and
“Unsure” - Articles containing abstract from which the relevancy of the research interest
cannot be derived.

Later, both authors sat together with their corresponding tags to compare results.  Both
authors found their ways to agree for any difference in opinion. Any disagreements were
resolved by selecting the article for the next step.   In that process any external biasness of
the authors was removed as well.

Table 13: Selection criteria for stage 3

Dimension Selection criteria

Stage3. Exclude studies

based on the basis of

Abstract

 Relevance to research keywords, terms,

interesting and relevance to the research

questions.
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The selected number of results from this stage is given below. There were 79 articles
selected for the next step.

Table 14: Search result for stage 4
Data bases No. of articles

ACM Digital library 4

AIS eLibrary 6

Compendex EI 8

Google Scholar 17

IEEEXplore 39

Elsevier Science Direct 2

SpringerLink 2

Wiley InterSciene 1

Stage4. Obtain primary papers: Scrum in distributed project: In this stage, the authors
went through full text of 79 papers thoroughly and independently. The authors followed the
primary selection criteria C1 to C4 to screen out the primary selection of the papers. By went
through the full text of the papers, authors were also filled out a data extraction form in
Table 9 which helped them to extract the information easily. In the end two authors sat
together comparing and discussing the final selection of the papers.

Table 15: Selection criteria for stage 4
Dimension Selection criteria

Stage4. Obtain primary

papers: Scrum in

distributed project

 Focus on Scrum in distributed settings

 GSD challenges and mitigation by means of

usage of Scrum methodology

 Empirical data – both empirical and user

experiences

 Yes to Primary selection criteria C1 to C4

? Does a paper address the use of
any Scrum practices in
distributed projects

? Does a paper discuss any real
life experience of using Scrum
practices in distributed projects

? Does the objective of the paper
is clearly mentioned

? Does the paper discuss GSD
project contextual factors
adequately
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Finally, 20 papers were selected through this stage. The associated databases with the
number of articles are given below.

Table 16: Search result for stage 4

Data bases No. of articles

ACM Digital library 3

AIS eLibrary 1

Compendex EI 0

Google Scholar 2

IEEEXplore 13

Elsevier Science Direct 0

SpringerLink 1

Wiley InterSciene 0

The following table shows the summary of the primary studies are selected from different
databases and distribution of studies through the consecutive stages.

Table 17: Summary of search result
Electronic

databases

Stage 1

(based on

search string

)

Stage 2

(based on

title)

Stage 3 (based

on abstract)

Stage 4

(based on full

text)

ACM Digital

library

131 6 4 3

AIS eLibrary 81 8 6 1

Compendex EI 79 35 8 0

Google Scholar 354 58 17 2

IEEEXplore 552 60 39 13

Elsevier Science

Direct

131 4 2 0

SpringerLink 69 3 2 1

Wiley

InterSciene

108 1 1 0

Total 1505 175 79 20
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In the end, one of the authors went through the reference list of every 20 selected articles and
applied the selected criteria and repeated the process up to stage 3; exclude studies based on
the basis of abstract. This was done in order to retrieve any paper within the scope of the
research which might not turned out from the search strategy performed. This process did
not add any additional paper to the final selection process.

Note: There was a manual removal to duplicates took place in Stage 1 and 2 with addition to
using Zotero utility. Zotero did not remove all the duplicates, because few articles from
different sources/databases did not show up as duplicate in the software.

5.1.2.3.1 Usage of snowball sampling

The purpose of following forward snowball technique was to eliminate the threat of missing
related papers those were published within the range of 2009 to 2013 [35] [36]. In order to
conduct the search following steps was conducted [30].

- Go through the references of 20 selected primary papers. Those reference papers title
were sound relevant, marked the references for next step. During this process, author
went through the reference titles, studies were included based on Babar, Hossain et
al. SLR [1] search keywords.

- Check the publication year of marked articles. If the marked papers were published
between 2009 and 2013 then it was checked, was the paper already checked for
earlier literature review? If checked earlier then it was skipped otherwise considered
for read the abstract.

- If the abstract was relevant then whole paper read for final selection.

Table 18: Description of the snowball sampling stages

Stages Description of the stages
Stage 1 Go through the reference’s title of each primary paper.
Stage 2 Those papers were published between 2009 and 2013, have considered

for the next step.
Stage 3 It was checked, does the paper reviewed in early conducted literature

review process. If the paper was not being reviewed then abstract was
read otherwise it was skipped.

After going through the above steps, it was not found any new relevant paper to add as
primary studies.

5.1.2.4 General analysis
The main reason for conducting SLR was identifying and evaluating the challenge of
distributed projects and how they mitigate this potential challenge from Scrum practitioner’s
point of view. During the analysis process challenges of each paper was compared with other
papers to identify the common challenges [12]. Steps used for general analysis techniques
are briefly described below.
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Step1: Find out the challenges and mitigation: GSD challenges that were retrieved from
different primary papers were listed and their relevant mitigation strategies also listed.

Step2: Find out the common challenges: The challenge of each paper was compared with
challenges of other papers. Those challenges were found at least in two papers, they were
considered as common challenges. In addition, those challenges were mentioned as common
in the literature, was considered as frequently occurred GSD issues.

Step3: Elimination of existing challenges: The challenges list from above step was
compared with existing common challenges [14]. Similar challenges were removed from the
list.

Step4: Categorize the challenges: Those challenges were remaining from the above list,
were new common GSD challenges. These challenges were sorted based on 3Cs
(communication, co-ordination and control) [10].

5.2 Interview & Online questionnaire
5.2.1 Purpose of the Interview

The main purpose of conducting the interviews was to find out the answers for RQ 2.1 and
RQ 2.2. Interviews and online checklist questionnaire was used to identify the common
challenges from the Scrum practitioners in global distributed settings. The practitioners are
asked to identify the mitigation strategies that might have helped them to overcome such
common challenges and any additional mitigation strategies other than those that were check
listed out.  The interview questionnaire was developed in such a way that the additional
common challenges found from a systematic literature review was integrated with the list of
common challenges. The main purpose of conducting the interviews was to collect the
common GSD issues from industries and their relevant solution strategies by the actual
Scrum practitioners. Interviews was conducted to know about distributed Scrum
practitioner’s experiences and practices to solve the GSD issues.

5.2.2 Potential Interviewees

In this study, it was needed to take interviews from several numbers of practitioners who
have/had experiences working on the Scrum project. The primary target was to look for such
practitioners who was in professional network site Linkedin’s groups with Scrum practices
together with academic and professional contacts with the authors. The selection criterion for
this interview was to have at least six months working experience in a distributed Scrum
team. The practitioners could have held any Scrum roles within the organizations. The
practitioners have been communicated via emails before they were assessed for potential
interviewees.
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5.2.3 Interview Questionnaire

5.2.3.1 Personal information

In the personal information section, it was requested to give their name and email. The
purpose of this information was to use their name and email address as a reference.  In
addition, interviewee’s roles, working experience in the distributed Scrum projects and
application domain were requested to mention. The purpose of these questions was to get the
brief ideas about the interviewee’s background.

5.2.3.2 Project characteristics

Authors asked questions regarding project collaboration mode, Scrum team scenario, a
number of sites, teams, project personals and time zone difference. Also seeking for this
project related information was to determine contextual factors of distributed Scrum
projects.

5.2.3.3 Challenges and mitigation strategies

This section contains questions regarding challenges that the interviewees faced within their
distributed Scrum team(s) and the corresponding mitigation strategies that they had followed
in order to mitigate those challenges. The basic purposes of this step were to identify the
distributed Scrum’s challenges and the relevant solution strategies. The Scrum challenges
were listed within three, namely Communication, Coordination and Control. The solution
strategies were GSD_p1 to GSD_p8 predefined mitigation categories. All the challenges and
mitigation strategies were defined, for the practitioners understanding and assessing. The
practitioners were also asked to identify any other ‘additional’ mitigation strategies that
might have been used outside of the predefined ones.

5.2.3.4 Additional challenges, comments and overall fitness of Scrum in distributed
settings

In this section, the practitioners were asked to identify any additional challenges or
comments that might be helpful to other practitioners. In addition, the practitioners was
asked answered, if the overall Scrum methodology was fitted well for the globally
distributed software development or not.

5.2.3.5 Interview question formulation

The interview questions are formulated to find out the issues that was faced in the distributed
Scrum software development projects and relevant solution strategies that are followed for
mitigation. Questionnaires were evaluated from the aspect of readability, understandability
and usefulness to distinguish the distributed Scrum projects challenges & mitigation
strategies.
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The interview questions are a combination of structured questions, semi-structure questions
and open ended questions. Semi-structure and open ended questions gave the opportunities
to express the details about the answers.

5.2.4 Interview analysis process (thematic analysis)

Braun and Clark outlined and described six phases of thematic analysis that have been
followed in order to analyze the qualitative data [37].

Table 19: Phases of thematic analysis
Phases Phase Outline
Phase1 Familiarizing yourself with your data

Phase2 Generating initial codes
Phase3 Searching for themes

Phase4 Reviewing themes

Phase5 Defining and naming themes
Phase6 Producing the report

Phase1. Familiarizing yourself with your data

Interviews were used to collect the data from practitioners. Interviews were transcribed into
written form to conduct the thematic analysis. Some researchers think that transcription is
the key phase of data analysis [12].

Phase2. Generating initial codes

The process of coding was a part of the analysis. Its purposes was to analyze the data and
organized them into a meaning groups [37]. To do the coding semantic approach was used.
The semantic approach focuses on the surface meaning of the data. Latent approach reveals
the underlying concept of the data [37] [12].

During the coding, open coding and non–hierarchical approaches were used.  In the open
coding, authors sweep through the text and highlighted codes. In addition, in non-
hierarchical coding authors grouping the codes in flat way (without hierarchy) [12]. Coding
was conducted by manual way [37] [12].

Phase3. Searching for themes

This step focuses on the broader level themes rather than codes. Codes were compared and
sorted down into the potential numbers of themes [37]. When performing search for
generating themes, theoretical approach was involved. The purpose of involving theoretical
analysis was to engage the literature at the early stage of analysis [37].  The main reason to
include the literature was to get the concept of the themes and codes [16] [12].
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Phase4. Reviewing themes

At this stage, candidate themes were reviewed and refined. At the first level, candidate
themes were compared to each other. Coherent themes were taken for second level. Related
themes were analyzed at this level similar procedure was applied and then the validity of the
themes was considered in relation to the data set. At this stage, the entire process was re-read
for two purposes. First one was, to discuss the relation between the themes and data sets. The
second reason was to add additional data that have been missed at the early coding stages
[37] [12].

Phase 5 & 6: Defining and naming themes and producing report

This is the final stage of thematic analysis. Define and refine means identify the gist of the
themes and determine the aspect of the data were revealed. It described the details of each
individual theme [37] [12].  The final stage of the thematic analysis was to describe the
results of the analysis [37] [12].
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6 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

6.1 Systematic Literature Review Result

A considerable research has been done in the area of GSD and Scrum since 2003. However,
according to the Hossain and Babar et al. SLR [1], twenty research papers were published
from 2003 to 2009 in the area of Scrum and distributed projects. In addition, according to the
author’s systematic review there were twenty papers those had been published since 2009 to
2013 in the same area of Scrum and GSD. The selected research papers from 2009 to 2013
were subjected for data extraction to extracting relevant data that used to answer the relevant
research question(s). A detailed discussion of collected newly common GSD challenges and
their Scrum oriented mitigations are provided in the general analysis section.

6.1.1 Type of publication

A total of twenty papers were published since the year 2009, related to usage of the Scrum
methodology in distributed software development. The following pie chart depicts that the
distribution of selected papers, based on the type of publication, such as conference papers,
journals. Among these twenty research articles ten of them are conference papers and rest of
the ten are journal papers.

1010

Publication type

Conference paper

Journal

Figure 3: Publication type

6.1.2 Year of publication

Among the selected articles most of the articles were published in 2012. According to the
following bar chart, 50% of the papers were published in 2012. According to [1], since 2006
considerable numbers of papers were started to publish on Scrum usages in distributed
software development phenomenon. But before the year 2006 a very few papers were
published in this area [1]. The following diagram shows the distribution of the articles with
respect to publication years from 2009 to 2013.
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Figure 4: Sorting of the articles with respect to publication years

6.1.3 Source of publication

Primary studies were selected from the different databases like ACM, AIS eLibrary,
Compendex EI, Google Scholar, IEEEXplore, Elsevier Science Direct, SpringerLink and
Wiley InterSciene. These databases contain peer reviewed articles that were necessary for
this study. After selecting the articles, duplicate articles were removed from the list. The
majority of the articles were obtained from the IEEEXplore database. The following bar
chart depicts the distribution of the articles with respect to the different databases.

Figure 5: Number of the articles from the different databases
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6.1.4 Research method

Most of the researchers used case studies in order to conduct their research as depicted in the
following figure. For the case study, researchers conducted interviews to support their
methods and to collect the data, although the data analysis methods, used in their researches,
were not mentioned or were not clear in the papers.

Figure 6: Usage of the research methods in the studies

6.1.5 Subject addressed by study

After go through the primary articles, it was understood that research topic was addressed by
the different section of the people such as industrial practitioners, academicians. According
to the observation, it was realized that most of the research subjects were identified by the
academicians. The diagram represents the distribution of the papers with respect to
identification of subject from industry and academy.

Figure 7: Type of study
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6.1.6 Context of validation of the study

To judge the validation of the articles is essential for the researchers before reply on the
result of the articles. Articles are distributed between high, low value. High value means
articles were validated by industrial practitioners and its objective was clearly verified. Low
value represents articles are validated by academician and articles objective is relevant to the
study. The following pie chart represents the distribution of the articles for the perspective of
validation.

Figure 8: Context of validation of the studies

6.1.7 Number of sites

In our SLR, 17 papers out of 20 clearly mentioned the number of sites in their studies.
Number of the sites vary from 2 to more than 11. Most of the studies stated that how many
sites they have been included in their studies instead of how many sites the company had.
only in 3 papers, the number of the sites were not mentioned.

Figure 9: Number of the sites mention in the studies
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6.1.8 Collaboration mode

Collaboration mode refers to the relation between main site and remote sites. In the SLR two
types of collaboration was discussed [1]. These are:

1. Intra-organization: Intra-organization refers to off- shoring but same company.
2. Inter-organization: Inter-organization refers to outsourcing that means between

different companies.
3. Both: It refers to the same paper discussed on intra-organizational case studies and

inter-organizational case studies or a paper discussed in a case study that used both
inter-organization & intra-organizational collaboration.

The following figure shows the number of the papers for the context of collaboration mode.

Figure 10: Collaboration mode of the studies

6.2 General analysis result of SLR

6.2.1 Communication challenges

6.2.1.1 Existing common communication challenges

In the globally distributed development environment, to achieve the effective
communication is hard, due to the distance factors (i.e. geographical, socio-cultural,
temporal) that affect the collaboration process [38] [6] [18]. As overlapping working hours is
limited and collaboration process is influenced. There are a chance that redundancy of work
and poorly tested of work by remotely located sites [39]. Due to the geographical and
temporal distance, it becomes hard to conduct the daily meeting during the limited
overlapping hours. Therefore, the weekly meeting is conducted, but the weekly rhythm of
the meeting was so slow to deal with the real problem situation [40].  Due to the limited
overlapping hours, it affects the communication process and eventually it becomes hard to
manage and monitor the remote site’s development processes [41] [9].
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Team members who are located in remote locations, they don’t have the privilege to have a
small discussion during their break time. In addition, it is hard for onshore teams to develop
interpersonal relationship with offshore team members; because of the distance factor, they
have not met each other frequently. It may reduce their productivity and increase conflict
between onshore & offshore teams [10] [42]. During the communication for requirement
change, lots of parties involve, this adds a lot of noises and it’s delayed the communication
process and creates misunderstanding between stakeholders [43].

Due to the geographical distribution of development, frequency of communication among
the teams is negatively affected [14]. It’s not possible to conduct the face to face meetings
frequently; as a consequence, monitoring the offshore teams’ progress becomes hard [14].

To explain the requirements to teams, face to face meetings are required. In the distributed
projects emailing, video conferencing is used during clarifying the requirements among the
team members [44]. Another issue is “lack of face to face communication”, “data loss and
misinterpretation of requirements” during the computer mediated communication [45]. Bhat
et al. expressed the issue in their study [45]:

“Having multiple tools, templates, and methodologies that don’t integrate or interoperate
can lead to wasteful RE rework or loss of data during transfer from one tool to another,
which can increase requirements defects.”

In geographical distribution, teams are in different countries with different culture. Cultural
variation introduces few major issues, such as, language barrier, the notion of authority and
so on [46]. Misinterpretation of messages and requirements are often happening between
onshore and offshore sites when both teams having a conversation using a foreign language.
In addition, it leads to misunderstanding among the team members [38] [46].

Different cultures have different norms and their people’s behavior vary from culture to
culture. For instance, Dutch people are loud and direct then Indians people. Jeff Sutherland
et al. have mentioned this cultural issue in their study [27]:

“For example, where Dutch team members can be loud and direct, Indian team members
can be careful and cautious in their expression.”

The purpose of conducting the meeting is to share information with remotely located team
members, to notify the issues at an early stage to get a solution [47]. In some studies, it was
mentioned that due to the cultural differences, team member feels shy to share their
problems and sometimes they don’t know what to share [40].  Therefore, to enhance the
teams to share their problem sprint pre-planning meeting was held which is also called as a
goal introduction meeting. Onshore teams prioritize the backlog for the upcoming offshore
sprint and for the sprint planning meeting, sprint pre-planning meeting is conducted for
about 1-2 hours [47].
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Some cultures have hierarchy and Jeff Sutherland et al. said that “India is more
hierarchically oriented than Netherlands.” [47]. Hierarchical structural in the workplace
directly affect the teamwork and productivity [46].

Table 20: Existing common communication challenges
Category Challenges Reference

Common

communication

challenges

Lack of synchronous/

overlapping working hours

[38], [40], [41], [9], [47],

[14]

Lack of face to face

communication

[46], [48], [44], [49],

[43], [50], [14]

Cultural differences

(language/behavior)

[38], [46], [48], [27],

[40], [51]

6.2.1.2 Non-common communication challenges

In the distributed teams, team members are located in different locations. Therefore, they do
not get the privilege to talk (face to face) except conference and/or online channel, to other
teams to discuss on their daily issues and due to the distance, team members hardly meet
each other face to face [48]. Geographical distance reduces the frequency of communication
and it reduces the team cohesiveness. To enhance the communication richness, it needs to
provide large effort with tools and technology support [48].

To develop the team collaboration, sub teams conduct informal or formal meetings to clear
up their issues [9]. If the amount of sub teams increases, it becomes hard to coordinate
during the meeting with remote sites. To reduce this coordination issue, one person from
each sub team can participate during the meeting Scrum of Scrums with offshore teams. But
challenges arise over reliance on one person per teams or sub teams for communication. It
was found that over reliance on one person during the Scrum of Scrum meetings, involves
misinterpretation and loss of information [9].

E. Hossain et al. [47] mentioned that some project involves high temporal distance, for
instance India and Brazil. There are no overlapping working hours between India and Brazil.
In such projects, the only way is to depend on informants, but traveling time between such
high temporal sites are too long [47]. Frequent travel within different sites increases the
project expenses.

Table 21: Non-common communication challenges
Categories Challenges Reference

Increased communication cost [48]
Expansion of number of sub-

teams in onshore and offshore
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Non-common
communication challenges

teams that suffer the effect of
poor communication process

between teams

[9]

Over reliance on one person
per team for communication lead
to misinterpretation and/or loss

of information

[9]

Long travelling time between
distributed sites

[47]

6.2.2 Co-ordination challenges

6.2.2.1 Existing common co-ordination challenges

Distribution of works between onshore and offshore teams, it affects co-ordination of work.
For example, due to different working environments and technological configurations among
onshore and offshore sites, the quality of the product gets significantly impacted [52] [28].

In order to enhance the co-ordination, stakeholders posted their results. As well as, update
their backlogs, burn down charts and dashboard are used to enhance the project visibility
[28].

Language and cultural difference are often in GSD projects but this difference lead to lack of
information sharing during planning, review, and retrospective meetings [28]. Many teams
say “no problem” that is not always true and they assume that other teams have interest to
listen their problems.  This act of hiding the issues leads to team collision. Lacks of frequent
and face to face communication with team members lead offshore teams with lack of
knowledge on domains [40] [47]. To transfer the domain knowledge virtual communication
tools are used. But language differences lead to misinterpretation of requirements [47].

Due to geographical dispersion, communication frequency is reduced between team
members. Mostly review meeting, retrospective and planning are conducted via ICT
mediated synchronous communication tools. Wikis are frequently updated after each
delivery and meeting. However, informal contact is reduced due to geographical distance
and it’s hard to pass awareness to offshore teams by conducting online meetings [28].

Social cultural difference brings different practices and behaviors in the different phases of
the project. Many practices among teams create conflict to each other and destroy the project
harmony [28].
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Table 22: Existing common co-ordination challenges
Category Challenges Reference

Common co-ordination
challenges

Increased co-ordination
cost

[52], [28]

Reduce co-operation
arising from

misunderstanding

[40], [47], [28]

Reduce informal contact
can lead to lack of critical

task awareness

[28]

Inconsistent work
practices can impinge of
effect of co-ordination

[28]

6.2.3 Control challenges

6.2.3.1 Existing common control challenges

Local regulations and legal issues create challenges in GSD projects. Different countries
have their own rules & regulations, liabilities, intellectual properties and so on. These
regulations restrict the control on global teams or markets [48]. The European Union has
their own rules and regulations in their financial sector. For instance, a person from outside
the European Union cannot access the financial system. Therefore, integration and testing for
several components of financial software from outside European Union is impossible [43].

Table 23: Existing common control challenges

Categories Challenges Reference
Common control
challenges

Manager must adopt local
regulation

[48] [43]

6.2.3.2 Non-common control challenges

Due to the language barrier and geographical distance close collaboration between the
onshore and offshore team is hard. So, written documentation is a way to share the
knowledge between distributed teams [46].

Table 24: Non-common control challenges

Categories Challenges Reference

Non-common control

challenges

Manage project artifacts [46]
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6.2.4 Additional common GSD challenges

Finally, three additional common GSD challenges has been found. In order to search new
common GSD challenges, data are analyzed in a general way. Then, existing common
challenges were eliminated from common challenge list [12].

The following table represents the additional common GSD challenges.

Table 25: Additional common GSD challenges
Categories Challenges Reference

Additional common
communication

challenges

Lack of trust/teamness or
interpersonal relationship/ poor
team dynamics

[46], [53], [48], [43],
[50], [40], [9], [54], [51],
[14], [55]

Additional common
co- coordination

challenges

Lack of Domain knowledge /
lack of visibility

[50], [27], [40], [41], [9],
[54], [14], [55]

Skill Differences and technical
issues

[46], [51]

6.2.4.1 Additional common communication challenges

In a distributed team, members are distributed to different locations and difficult for them to
develop the interpersonal relationship due to the geographical distance. Because they rarely
get the chance to meet with remotely located teams face to face. So, therefore trust and
teamness became an issue for distributed teams [53] [43]. Face to face communication and
frequent communication can be a way to trace trust and teamness [48]. It is very hard to
maintain the strong team bonding and collaboration with distributed teams where there is
little or no interaction. To enhance interaction, travelling and gathering with international
teams in conferences, corporate training and seminar can be a way of a solution [48]. But
most companies do not have the large travel budget for the international teams [48].

Table 26: Additional common communication challenges
Category Challenges Reference

Additional common
communication

challenges

Lack of trust/teamness or
interpersonal relationship/ poor
team dynamics

[46], [53], [48], [43],
[50], [40], [9], [54], [51],
[14], [55]

6.2.4.2 Additional common co-ordination challenges

Usually knowledge and information sharing are becoming an issue due to the lack of
communication and language barrier [40]. This limitation leads to the limited knowledge on
the domain and sometimes misinterpretation of domain knowledge. Hindrance of knowledge
and information sharing make the deliveries poor and therefore, to meet the requirements of
the product or to repair the product, it needs to rework [27] [50]. Reworks introduce extra
cost and enhance the project expenses.
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Distribution of workload and managing their dependency between offshore sites is a
challenge. Whether there have some dependencies between modules and some modules are
developed in offshore sites. In this case, there is extensive communication is required
between onshore and offshore teams to monitor the visibility of the progress [41]. To
enhance the transparency and project knowledge, Scrum of Scrum (SoS) meeting is used
between the small teams with common interest and goals to discuss the problems to solve. In
the SoS meeting, it is discussed on the each iteration and deliveries [55]. The SoS meeting
take place once in a week, but it was found that in some cases intercommunication and SoS
meeting did not work out [40]. Common sprint demo and presentation is another technique
to exchange information and monitoring the progress. In a large common session there is
little possibility for discussion and this demo do not provide sufficient feedback [54].

Among the offshore and onshore teams, there has skill difference from different perspectives
such as methodology, virtual communication skill and so on. Gathering the suitable
resources for remote sites according to project requirements is difficult due to less control on
offshore sites [46] [51].  M. K. Mattsson et al. have mentioned the consequence effect of less
skilled employee [46]:
“The consequences of the skill differences were decreased productivity and hindered
teamwork. The velocity of the onshore team greatly decreased when the onshore senior
developers had to work above their capacity in order to compensate for the lack of skill of
the offshore team. This caused frustration and tiredness of the onshore team.”

Table 27: Additional common co-ordination challenges

Categories Challenges Reference
Additional common co-
ordination challenges

Lack of Domain knowledge
/ lack of visibility

[50], [27], [40], [41], [9],
[54], [14], [55]

Skill Differences and
technical issues

[46], [51]

6.2.5 Mitigation strategies for additional common GSD challenges

 Lack of Trust / Teamness /Interpersonal relationship:

Literature proposes the following strategies to enhance the trust between distributed Scrum
teams.

Mitigation strategies
- Knowledge sharing and receiving feedbacks [A1]
- Sprint and Iteration planning increases trusts  by providing project status

visible to all [A1]
- Sprint and Iteration retrospectives  provides open and frequent

communications within the team [A1]
- Trying to improve team bonding and cohesions among the teams and its

members by means of exchanging member’s photographs and hanging them
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on the wall or introducing a new member to the entire team by means of
video conferencing; all member participation during the planning meeting,
and performing team building exercises. [A3] [A4]

- Placing value on people over processes by adapting Scrum processes [A4]
- Frequent communication including face to face communications [A4] [A8]
- Usage of Instant Messaging to facilitate communication [A4]
- Performance monitoring by frequent deliveries, short feedback loop, demos

or deliveries after each sprint, burn-down chart, accountability [A20].
- Visit, vocational travels, conferences and seminars improves on forming

interpersonal relationships, team bonding [A9] [A4]
- Team gathering, active participations, sharing domain knowledge, sharing

vision, goals and ownership, rotating team members between sites [A3] [A9]

Project stakeholders of Scrum teams gather in a single location to plan for initial sprints.
Distribute Scrum team member meeting quarterly and/or annually for a few days. During
this time Sprint Planning meeting, Review meetings, Retrospective and other social activities
are conducted [9]. To gather meetings for initial Sprint Planning meetings, quarterly and/or
annual meetings, The Product Owner’s onsites are preferred [51].

Lack of visibility distributed Scrum team members leads to lack of trust among the team
members [54][55]. To resolve the trust issue, it is focused on the Scrum of Scrums meetings
to monitoring the performance [55]. During the Scrum of Scrums meetings ICT-mediated
communication tools like common repository, electronic online Scrum-board are used
[51][55]. To measure the performance demos/ deliveries followed after each sprint, burn
down chart are used during the meetings [55]. Sprints reviews/Retrospectives are conducted
based on the demos and deliveries of each sprint. To get quick feedbacks from Product
Owners and/ or Scrum Masters, it is focused on the short sprints [55][51]. Sharing
knowledge enhances the frequency of communication work as a catalyst and hence build
trusts among the teams [51][53].

To build trust, team’s accountability is ensured by the daily stand-up meeting. Daily
Standups, Sprint/ Iteration planning, Retrospective meetings help providing transparency and
visibility of the tasks progression [53]. Sometimes it gets harder to ensure the presence of all
teams in a specific time of day for Standup meetings due to the differences in time zones. To
overcome such difficulties, two daily conferences are being called between distributed teams
[53][38].

Having closer connections with each other fosters the bonding that helps build trust [46].
Often exchanging photographs with each other and hanging them to the wall [46], planned
personnel rotations, introducing new members using video conferencing, bringing all
members to the planning meetings and having team building exercises helped to build the
trust [46].
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Adapting Scrum processes, placing value on people over processes, increase human
elements by using photos and bios, use IMs to facilitate communications and foster bonding
by having frequent face to face interaction [48].

6.2.6 Mitigation strategies for additional Co-ordinational challenges

 Skill differences and Technical Issues

Mitigation strategies
- Cognitive communication:  more cognitive effort for communication through

communication tools than face to face [A18]
- Training for virtual communication [A18]
- Informal training: To overcome the difficulties caused by the different

implementations of Agile practices in the onshore and offshore teams, each team
prepared a detailed presentation regarding their daily work, and a wiki page was
set up where teams described in detail how they implemented different Agile
practices [A3].

- Organizing classes (language for example) [A3]
- Exchange visits [A3]
- Pairing or virtual collaboration [A2]
- In some cases, a good solution for resolving technical issues were not found [A3]

To resolve issues such as Skill differences and Technical issues, it is necessary to focus more
on the cognitive effort to communicate via communication tools. In the distributed teams, it
is always hard to arrange face to face training. Arranging trainings for virtual communication
is another important part of the planning [51].

To overcome the remote team member’s barriers or limitations, the face to face coaching
must be provided whenever possible. Informal training has also been suggested by the
literature in order to mitigate different implementations of agile practices among onshore and
offshore teams. Exchanging the team members between sites through visits is another way
of improving the knowledge and skills [46].

Pair programming or virtual collaboration with remote team members is another solution
found in the literature. But in order to do this, it is required to adjust their difference in time
zones by shifting work times [38].

 Lack of visibility and transparency

Mitigation strategies
- Usage of tracker: In order to reduce misunderstanding usage of globally accessible

management tools (e.g. rally), issue tracker, bug tracker (e.g. Jira), backlog
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management tool, Scrum support tools (e.g. burn down chart). [A10] [A13]
- Performance monitoring by frequent deliveries, short feedback loop, demos or

deliveries after each sprint, burn-down chart, accountability, use presentation slides
instead of detail documentation [A14]

- Regular visits and traveling [A3] [A10] [A14]
- Providing informal updates by the PO [A10]
- Generating news gazette of the project after each sprints [A10]
- ICT-mediated communication (desktop sharing, video conferencing, Wiki pages

[A3][A4]

If remote teams can work independently by their senior developers, then a senior member is
allocated to maintain communication with other teams via phone, email and conferences. It
is emphasized on doing at least one synchronous meeting with remote teams [41] [46] [48].
It would be beneficial, if it is possible to have more overlapping working hours. Working
hours are synchronized to resolve communication issues [41]. Regular visits and travelling
are known to be a gateway of fixing issues [27].

Usage of documentation, wikis and sprint demos improve the distributed Scrum team’s
collaboration processes [9] [51] [48]. For instance, if user stories with use case diagrams are
stored in a common repository; it helps to resolve misunderstanding about the requirements
[9].

To enhance visibility and transparency among teams, range of globally accessible project
management tools were used. For instance, “Rally” as issue tracker, “Jira” as bug tracker and
so on are used to support backlog and burn-down chart [9].  To inform the project status,
informal updates by the Product Owner and publishing project news gazette after each
sprints helps increasing visibility and transparency of the processes [27].

6.3 Interview result

6.3.1 General Findings from Interview

Total number of respondents for the interview questionnaires are ten. However, all of them
have at least six months or more, years of working experience in globally distributed
software development projects with Scrum. The working experience among the respondents
varies. Among the respondents six of them have at least two or more years of working
experience in a distributed Scrum project. The rest of the four respondents have less than
two years of experience.
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Figure 11: Respondents years of experience

Within practitioners, various Scrum roles have been noticed. 10% of the practitioners were
the Product Owner. 30% practitioners were Scrum Master and 60% of the practitioners were
the Scrum development team member.

Figure 12: Respondents role

The Practitioner list overview is given below:

Table 28: Respondent's list
NAME WORING

COUNTRY
ROLE COMPANIES DISTRIBUTED

LOCATIONS
Sami Abu Shawarib Canada Scrum master Jordan, Qatar
Bruce Taylor Australia Scrum master Australia, India
Zhijian Huang USA Product owner USA, China
Mohammad Habibur
Rahman

Sweden Scrum team member Sweden, China
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Hariharan Narayanan India Scrum master Finland, India
Shishir Saha Sweden Scrum team member USA, Sweden, Bangladesh
Mahadi Hasan Sweden Scrum team member Sweden, Poland, Greece, India
Pangkaj Paul Sweden Scrum team member USA, Sweden, Bangladesh
Rajib Ahmed Sweden Scrum team member Sweden, China
Sadh Ibne Rahmat Sweden Scrum team member USA, Sweden, Bangladesh,

India

6.3.2 Common challenges from the practitioner’s point of view

This section of the report represents the common challenges of GSD found from distributed
practitioner’s point of view.

When asked about the communication challenges, 70% of the practitioners have claimed that
they have faced Com1. “Reduced opportunities for synchronous communication”. 80%
practitioners have faced Com2. “Face to face meetings difficult” and 40% have faced Com3.
“Cultural misunderstandings” during their distributed project work.

Figure 13: Communication challenges practitioner’s aspect

Where as in Coordination challenges, 60% practitioners have faced Coor1. “Increased
coordination costs”. 70% have faced Coor2: “Reduced informal contact can lead to lack of
critical task awareness”. 50% practitioners have faced Coor3: “Inconsistent work practices
can impinge on effective coordination” and 60% practitioners have faced Coor4. “Reduced
cooperation arising from misunderstanding”.
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Figure 14: Co-ordination challenges from practitioner’s aspect

As for the Control challenges, 30% of the practitioners have faced Con1. Management of
project artifacts may be subject to delays challenge. 50% of the practitioners have faced
Con2. “Difficult to convey vision and strategy”, 10% Con3. “Perceived threat from training
low-cost rivals”, 30% Con4. Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale and
70% have faced Con5. Managers must adapt to local regulations. 10% of the practitioners
have not found any of the control challenges specified on the list.

Figure 15: Control challenges from practitioner aspect

Additional challenges found from the distributed development practitioners’ point of view
represent the following.

80% practitioners have faced Add1. “Lack of Trust/Teamness/Interpersonal relationship”.
50% practitioners have faced Add2. “Lack of visibility and transparency of the process” and
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60% have faced Add3. “Difference in skills and technical” issues as challenges for
distributed software development.

Figure 16: Additional challenges from practitioner’s aspect

6.3.3 Data analysis:

In qualitative research, data analysis is a crucial part to find out the results. In this study,
thematic analysis was used to analysis the interviews. The basic reason for adopting the
thematic analysis was its flexibility. Braun and Clark’s [56] provides the concept and phases
of thematic analysis in details. This analysis technique is used to identify and analysis the
codes; and formulating the themes from the codes. As this study was a continuation of an
existing studies; therefore, the theoretical analysis approach was used for analysis
information. Moreover, theoretical analysis was driven by the researcher’s area of interest
[56] [57].

In addition, during formulating the themes, semantic approach was used. As most of the
codes were categories based on the surface meaning of the data; as well as, several numbers
of codes were accommodated within the themes based on the implicit meaning of the data
[56]. Finally, this analysis was described straight and forward-way or realist-way, based on
Scrum practitioner’s experiences [57] [37]. Moreover, during formulating the themes,
Hossain el al [16] research framework’s themes was followed. Most of the themes have
similarities with Hossain el al. [16] research framework, as they are holding a similar sort of
data. New themes were finalized based on analysis and meaning of the codes.

In the first stage, all the interviews was transcribed into the written forms, to study the
interviews and to identify codes [37]. Second stage was started with data extraction and
coding [37]. There are different number of coding style is existing; such as, open coding,
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axial coding, selective coding so on [58]. In this study, open coding technique was followed.
Authors went through the interview transcriptions for data extraction and coded them [58].
Data extraction and coding was conducted based on theoretical analysis, i.e. researcher’s
area of interest [37].  In the stage three, all the codes were compared based on the explicit
meaning and/or only implicit meaning of the data. Then based on the meaning of the codes,
themes were built up [37].  Next stage was reviewing the themes. In this stage, codes
compared with respect to the themes and irrelevant data were relocated to other themes.
After that, themes were compared with each others. Those themes were containing the
similar meaning, were merged together [37]. In the fifth stage, after refining the themes,
themes were defined based on the different aspect of the data [37].  Finally, in the stage six,
extracted data is presented with relation to the research question and documented the result
[56] [57] [37].
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Table 30: Common coordination challenges and mitigation strategies
Mitigation
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Table 31: Common control challenges and mitigation strategies
Mitigation
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may be subject
to delays

Difficult to
convey vision
and strategy

X X X X X X X X

Perceive threat
from low-cost

‘rivals’
Different

perception of
authority can

undermine
morale

X X X X X

Manger must
adapt to local

regulations

X X X X

6.3.3.1 Description of thematic analysis

This section describes the mitigation strategies from the point of view of the practitioners
themselves. The data has been analyzed and the prospective outcome has been formulated.

Barun and Clark has outlined the following six phases of Thematic analysis that the authors
have used to analyze the qualitative data [37].
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Figure 17: Thematic analysis steps [37].

Phase 1. Familiarizing with Data: The authors have collected the data themselves by using
the means of interviewing the practitioners. “Messenger plus” software has been used to
record the audio interviews. As the authors were working with the verbal data, the very first
step of conducting thematic analysis was to transcribe the verbal data into the texts.
Transcription of the verbal data into the text can be an excellent way to familiarize oneself
with the data [37]. It also helped the authors to discover possible patterns, codes and
identifying potential themes.

Transcribing verbal data to text has been conducted simply by going through the interview
audio files thoroughly and noting down the entire conversation. This process has been
repeated in all the interviews resulting a complete text or transcript for each interview in the
end. There was no particular level of details indication from the prospect of thematic
analysis. However, the authors have given their attention to the level of details to the
transcription is resulting a rigorous and thorough transcript. For example, the authors have
noted down non-verbal data, such as “ummm..” while in thinking or “.....” for a short period
of pauses or any other utterances in order to represent the very true meaning of the data.
Once the transcripts were created, they were checked with the original recordings once
again. This checking of the data helped the authors to maintain the accuracy of the
transcripts. Later the authors have read and re-read the transcripts entirely to highlight any
interesting ideas or terms that they felt are important to the analysis.
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Note: During this initial phase of the analysis, the authors have recognized that there were
mainly two distinct types of answers provided by the practitioners. One consists of a more
'technical' terms related to the predefined strategies and the other was more of a ‘descriptive’
term of the strategies. For example, some practitioners have mentioned of using “ICT-
mediated synchronous communication” to resolve a particular challenge where as others
have mentioned usage of “video conferencing through Skype” both of which falls to the
same category of mitigation strategy.

Phase2. Generating initial codes: Phase2 starts with generating initial codes from the
transcripts created from the phase1. Codes were the units or elements of raw data that
identifed the features meaningfully to the analysts [37]. Therefore, generating initial codes
somewhat depends on how thematic analysis has been carried out by the analysts. The
authors have conducted a 'Theoretical thematic analysis' where the analysis has been more
theoretical or analytical towards the pre-existing coding frame [37].    The pre-existing
coding frame come from the mitigation strategies (GSD_p1 to GSD_p8) derived from the
literature. Therefore, theoretical thematic analysis has been the best option for the authors to
follow.

During the coding phase, an open coding technique has been used where the authors have
gone through all transcribed textual data looking for codes and potential themes to answer
related research question. Since coding has been done manually, the authors have initially
highlighted and post notes between the texts to identify segments of data. Each interview
transcript has been coded separately. The answers for each challenge have been extracted out
to a separate computer files as file cards and then coded. This step helped the authors to
make sure all actual data extracts are coded for.  The table below shows a snapshot example
of the data extract and what it has been coded for.

Table 32: Data extraction and code
Data extract Coded for

We have some 3 to 4 hour overlapping time. We make
sure all the standup meeting happened in the in the
overlapping time Indian morning but Australian
afternoon. In offshore (Australia) inter team conversation
happened within the teams in the morning. In the evening
Australian team dedicatedly work with offshore team to
synch

1. Dedicated morning for
synchronous work hour

2. Having standups during the
overlapping hours

So we do the same thing for the Australian team to give
them we call the cultural sensitivity training. We might
spend a day or so to do that. Once again we encourage
those video conversations where possible because we
learn the personality of the people and we can simulate
that with the cultural sensitivity training. So whenever
someone enters the team that’s gonna be working with
someone from another culture, we have actually
employed people who are expert in this to come and do
some training and then train up staff that to train people
from there.

1. Cultural sensitivity training

2. Video conversations
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Phase3. Searching for themes & Phase4. Reviewing themes:

Searching for themes were the next step towards thematic analysis. A theme represents a
broader meaning of the code, a coherent and meaningful pattern of the data that is
significantly towards answering research question [37]. In this phase, the authors have
started sorting and collating different codes into potential themes. The authors have decided
to conduct a ‘semantic level’ identification of the theme.  A semantic level theme represents
only the surface meaning of the data and the analysts did not go looking beyond the deeper
meaning of anything that the participants have said [37]. At semantic level the themes or
patterns were more of broader interpretations of data that quite often were related to previous
literature. Therefore, it has been a better choice for the authors to look for semantic patterns
of the data set.

There were eight pre-existing mitigation strategies (GSD_p1 to GSD_p8) that were listed
from the literature.  The surface meanings of those strategies were also mentioned in the
literature. Since the research question asks about the mitigation strategies from the
practitioners, the authors have considered those pre-existing mitigation strategies as
candidate themes. As the authors started to analyze the codes, they have used mind maps
using the tool Xmind and sorted out the code for grouping into the theme piles.

The next phase of thematic analysis indicates reviewing and refining of the candidate
themes.  The themes were reviewed against all the coded data extract. A convenient way to
perform that would be to check the themes against codes and its meaning. The relationship
among them must be clear and coherent. If any themes did not match the coded data,
consider reworking the theme to identify the problem.
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Figure 18: Candidate themes for mitigation strategy
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Figure 19: Themes for mitigation strategy

Phase5. Define & Name themes & Phase6.  Produce report:

In previous phases, the authors had already defined and refined the themes. The authors had
also checked to make sure the essence of data was not lost from the pre-existing themes. The
next step was to narratively describe the essence of data that each theme captures. That is, an
overall detail story that the themes convey and how did the theme fit into the picture. What
authors have done it to present an analytical story of how themes fit into resolving issues of
the challenges from the prospective of practitioners’ point of view? By doing so, a thematic
map has produced for each of the challenges that demonstrate how the themes fitted into the
overall picture.

The next and the final phase consist of producing a report. Writing up a thesis or a
dissertation they were the example of phase6 of thematic analysis [37]. Therefore, it requires
no additional report writing for phase6.
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Table 33: Description of the codes

THEMES CODES DEFINITION

Synchronized work
hours

Overlapped working hour

Shifting the working times

Extension of working times

Overlap the distributed sites working hours.

Shifting the working hours to overlap the
distributed sites working hours.

Extending working times like 24/7, to support
or communicate with remote of different
country.

ICT mediated
synchronous

communication

Sharing office environment
via video wall

Tools for online
communication

Organization’s own tools
for communication

Phone call

Using the webcam and internet, office
environment is shared to make the feelings of
teamness.

To communicate with remote teams, usage of
tools. For instance, skype communicates with
remote teams, usage of tools. For instance,
skype, messenger so on.

Different organization has their own tools to
communicate within the organization.

Usage of direct phone calling between the
teams and / or team members.

ICT mediated
asynchronous

communication

Emailing

Chatting

Emailing between the teams and/or team
members; to share ideas, strategies so on.

Same as emailing, chatting among distributed
team members; to share their vision, ideas,
strategies so on.

Visit

Visit for conveying strategy

Visit for teamness building

Visit between distributed sites to convey the
vision, product requirements, strategies so on.

Travelling of team members between sites to
know about the environment, culture,
strengthen the team bonding, training so on.

Frequent (or improved)
communication

Online face to face

Frequent discussion

Daily stand up

Online video conversation and / or
conferencing between teams and team
members.

Frequent official or unofficial communication
with team members via online tools or phone.

Having a daily stand up meeting via online
tools during the overlapping time.
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Progress monitoring

Greeting

Regular communication for monitoring the
works and for clarification.

Beginning of the day, greeting between
distributed team members.

Iteration Iteration / Sprint plan Tasks scoping, scheduling and release plan;
sprint planning for quick recovery of
misunderstanding.

Review

Sprint review

Review the meetings

Reviewing the sprints, demos, deliveries to
find the issues.

After the discussion, team members are
interviewed, to know, what they have
understood. Carding technique is followed for
active discussion between team members.

Planning

Requirement planning

Process planning

Task planning

Planning meeting for discussion on
requirements.

Meetings are conducted for discussion on
which process will be followed.

Task allocation plan is conducted based on
available resources, task size and complexity
so on.

Preparation meeting Taking preparation Before conducting the meeting e.g. sprint
planning meeting, each  team goes for
preparation.

Synchronizing works

Synchronous workout

Team bonding

Tasks synchronization

The team members are present during the
synchronous work hours to synchronizing their
work

Working together, building the sense of the
same team.

Company server, centralized code repository
and tools so on are used to synchronize the
tasks.

Training Trained up Experts are allocated to train up people; remote
pairing is also followed.

Work status monitoring

Tools for task monitoring

Work and / or meeting
status emailing

Issue tracking board, online story board, the
Electronic Scrum board is used to monitor the
tasks, issues.

End day task status emailing; after the meeting
decisions and status are emailed.
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6.3.4 Mitigation strategies from the practitioners point of view

6.3.4.1 Common communication Challenges

 Reduced Opportunities for Synchronous communication:

In GSD project, teams were located to different geographical locations. Due to the time zone
difference, there was little or no overlapping working hours between sites. Product owner, an
interviewee, said that:

“China team is working from Tuesday to Saturday. In the China Tuesday morning is actually
the US Monday afternoon.”

So, to get the overlapping working hours working time was shifted. To synchronize the
working hours, tasks were distributed between teams in a way, at least there should be some
overlapping hours between teams. Another interviewee, Scrum team member, mentioned
that:

“We designing the teams in a way, at least some person of the teams are available in the
overlapping time.”

Figure 20: Thematic map for “Reduced Opportunities for Synchronous communication”

As the teams were distributed to different locations; therefore it was encouraged to do visit
between the sites as much as possible. One of the interviewees, Scrum master, mentioned the
purpose of early visit was:
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“Early visits are very important. Because you have get those relationship established early.
Visits are the best way to do it. There is no substitute for meeting people face to face.”

Frequent communication was the key to success in the Scrum teams but because of the
distance and time zone difference, it’s become really challenging to maintain the
communication. In order to maintain the daily meetings, sprint meetings, reviews and
retrospective meetings so on, ICT mediated communication was used. The meetings and
conversations between teams were conducted in the overlapped or synchronized work hours.
At the end of the meetings outcomes was emailed to the all teams members. Due to the time
zone difference, sometimes there was limited overlapping working hours. Distributed teams
synchronize their works using tools and using synchronized work hours. Practitioners have
mentioned the usage of different tools such as ‘MS/VSS’ (MS version) and ‘Team
foundation’ can be used to synchronize different team members and their work.

Iteration, Review and Planning were also said to be useful mitigation strategies that helped
practitioners in various ways. Usage of short iteration helps discovering misunderstandings
early. Sprint review and retrospective helps pinpointing the progress and helps resolving the
issues. A proper planning was required to schedule the works during overlapping
time.
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Figure 21: Followed strategies “Reduced Opportunities for Synchronous communication”

 Face to Face meeting Difficult

Due to the geographical distance between the teams, holding face to face meetings is
difficult between the team members. In order to do the face to face discussion, visit is
required. One of the interviewees, Zhijian Huang who played a role as product owner said
that in his interview that:
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“I spent 3 weeks with the team. I think, me and the team, we all learnt very much from each
other.”

As Scrum was used as project management method; to hold sprint planning meetings, daily
meetings and formal/ informal meetings, synchronous working hours and ICT mediated
communication was used. The basic purpose for the usage of review and retrospective
meetings was to find out the lacking. In order to find the issues, issue tracker was used.
Basically, it was said that it was planned to make a review or short cut review via online and
to synchronizing their tasks.

It was encouraged to use Skype call & conference, live chat, video calls and other sort of
ICT mediated synchronous communications to during meetings. It was also discouraged to
do anything by email because it was hard to share the task strategies via emails. Scrum
master mentioned that:

“The only time we would use email was at the end of the day in India where there is
something they wanted to be aware of for the next morning.”

Figure 22: Thematic map for Face to face meeting difficulties”

Planning sessions were conducted using the online tools. Google spreadsheet with a product
backlog was used. Some of the interviewees mentioned that electronic storyboard was used
for work status monitoring.
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Figure 23: Followed strategies for “Face to face meeting difficulties”

 Cultural Misunderstandings

In the distributed environment, teams were from different countries working together in a
single project. Therefore, language barrier and cultural difference was common in distributed
projects. Visit was obvious to mitigate the cultural obstacles. It worked as a cultural
exchange between the different cultural teams. Australian interviewee, Scrum master, said
about the visit is:

“Nothing beats visits, and that would be number one.”

One of the interviewees told that rotating the team members between the sites are helpful to
make them familiar with the different sites employees and their working environment.

Figure 24: Thematic map for “Cultural Misunderstandings”
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Distributed teams emphasized on the frequent communication to overcome from their
cultural issues. Each culture has it’s own characteristics. Some culture was polite and some
were quite direct but directness was not the rudeness. To know each other culture, culture
sensitivity training was proposed. Team members spend a day or so with the cultural
sensitivity training stuff. It was also emphasized on the daily stand up meetings and end of
the day work status meetings. It was also insisted to communication frequently via phone
call, Skype call, online chat and email to clarify the requirements and their doubts. Team
member solve their confusion by direct discussion. Though it was encouraged to do
communicate frequently but sometimes it was hard to maintain the frequent communication.
To resolve this situation, a few team members were allocated for conversations with remote
teams with their issues.

Practitioner has mentioned that it was rely on synchronous workout during synchronous
work hours than email/ live conversation, to come out from cultural barriers. Some
practitioner mentioner that sometime thay conduct Scrum meeting in informal way; some
practitioners would like to learn others culture and try greeting them in others languages.

Figure 25: Followed strategies “Cultural Misunderstandings”

6.3.4.2 Common co-ordination Challenges

 Increased Coordination Cost

Usage of synchronous working hours was a common strategy; in order to conduct ICT
mediated synchronous communication, frequent communication, and planning & review
meetings. To make a discussion on issues and tasks status, regular emailing and end of the
day emailing was used.
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Figure 26: Thematic map for “Increased Coordination Cost”

In order to do ICT mediated synchronous communication like video conversation; it was
needed to ensure big screen TVs, high quality audio & video medium and high speed
internet in every location. Extra cost was allocated to build centralized code repository and
benefit of usage of centralized code repository was, remote teams can retreats the code
anytime when they needed.

In the distributed projects teams were located to different geographical locations. Team
members of the distributed teams were coming from different educational background. So,
skill difference between the teams was common in distributed projects. As a result, during
the task planning, it was needed to sort the tasks into the different categories, for instance,
hard, complicated, moderate and easy. Based on the teams skills tasks were allocated. It was
needed to give extra effort to categorize the tasks and to allocate between teams. It also
needed to work synchronously with remote teams to make the task allocation, scheduling
and release plan.

Regular conversation like face to face or voice was used to enhance communication and co-
ordination between teams. During the review process it needs to discuss so frequently. Each
task was reviewed by the developers, team leaders and tester several times.
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Figure 27: Followed strategies “Increased Coordination Cost”

 Reduced Informal contact can lead to lack of critical task awareness

In the co-located Scrum teams, all team members sit under the same roof. Team’s members
could talk to each other about the issues during coffee break, lunch break and whenever they
needed. But such sort of discussion was quite impossible in the distributed Scrum teams. To
enhance the critical task awareness, visit was one of the mitigation techniques that was used
and proposed by the interviewees. It was mentioned by the interviewee that in order to
manage the critical tasks, during planning and/or development phase it was needed to take
visit to the remote sites. Visit was required to discuss on iterations, review and planning
because these stuff in Scrum would help to focus on requirements in the specific sprints.
Sometimes it was needed to allocate representative to remote site to manage the task issues
and misunderstandings.

Figure 28: Thematic map for “Reduced Informal contact can lead to lack of critical task
awareness”
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One of the interviewees mentioned that sometimes customer demand lethal features. To
clarify the requirements, visiting sites, ICT mediated asynchronous communication and ICT
mediated synchronous communication such as live chat, video call, phone call and so on
were followed. Frequent communication or discussion has become common between the
remote teams during synchronous work hours. To synchronize the work hours, few strategies
were followed such as, shifting working time, rotating the employees to different working
times. One interviewee mentioned about the shifting of working times that is:

“The teams in China, we had them work in Australian time because it wasn’t as drastic as it
is here.  The guys might start at 7 in the morning rather than 9 in the morning and that
meant they did the 9 to 5 with the teams in Australia. So, I think that one would probably be
synchronized work hours as well.”

In the global company, it is needed to work 24 hours a day by rotation. A Scrum master, said
that:

“We are a global company and we have 24-7 effectively because we have a lot of US clients.
We would have at least had engineers on a reasonable rotation without wouldn’t had if not
for midnight shifts.”

Sprint demos and deliveries were another process to monitoring the progress. At the end of
the sprint, deliveries were presented to stakeholders. Based on the stakeholder’s feedback,
quick fixing process was arranged to resolve the issues. Continuous peer reviewing and
review of tasks, ensure that development was in right track.
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Figure 29: Followed strategies “Reduced Informal contact can lead to lack of critical task
awareness”
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 Inconsistent work practices can impinge on effective coordination

As in the distributed projects, teams were from different locations. Therefore, experiences &
practices among the teams and team members vary between teams. It happened, different
teams followed different coding styles. As a consequence, bug fixing was horrible. To get
read of this issue, interviewees said that they followed different strategies. Interviewees
mentioned that they focused on the documentation, to maintain similar practices and to get
the idea about coding style, preserved code was followed. Another interviewee said that it
was better to work synchronously during the synchronous working hours. Frequently
communicate via live chat, video calls and emails were recommended practices to enhance
the co-ordination. To train up on company processes, trainer travel to the remote site to train
them, to maintain the process standard.

Figure 30: Thematic map for “Inconsistent work practices can impinge on effective
coordination”

It was mentioned that sometimes iteration plan, sprint plan, task allocation plan and reviews
were helpful to eliminate the inconsistencies.
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Figure 31: Followed strategies “Inconsistent work practices can impinge on effective
coordination”

 Reduced co-operation arising from misunderstanding

In the distributed Scrum projects there were many asynchronization, such as, time zone
difference, cultural difference and so on. So, it was hard to maintain the co-operations
between teams constantly. Due to lack of co-operation, it led to misunderstanding among the
team members. In order to resolve this issue, one of the interviewee said that if it was
possible to take visit then it should to take visit to fix misunderstandings.

Daily stand up meeting and frequent meetings was recommended by the interviewees. After
the meetings any requirements or features or issues was unclear then clarification meetings
was conducted. ICT mediated synchronous communication and usages of synchronous
working hours were most common ways to conduct meetings between the distributed sites.

Figure 32: Thematic map for “Reduced co-operation arising from misunderstanding”
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To resolve misunderstandings another followed strategy was sprint demos. Evaluation of
sprint demos and feedbacks reduce miscommunication and helps to enhance the
communication and co-operation between teams.
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Figure 33: Followed strategies “Reduced co-operation arising from misunderstanding”

6.3.4.3 Common control challenges
 Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays

Managing the project artifacts in the distributed Scrum project was a huge issue. An
interviewee said ICT mediated synchronous & asynchronous communication was used to
manage the artifacts. During managing the artifacts, it was needed to communicate
frequently and they always try to do it during the synchronous working hours. Sometimes it
was needed to review & modify the sprint to resolve the issues and review plan was made to
addess the issue. To address the issues and bugs, JIRA was used, which is mentioned by an
interviewee.

Figure 34: Thematic map for “Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays”

Product owner and system architect keep the recode of all sprints and they know the details
of the sprints.
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Figure 35: Followed strategies “Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays”

 Difficult to convey vision and strategy:

In order to come out from this issue, an interviewee mentioned that it was better to overlap
the working time as much as possible. To maximize the synchronize hours China team
started work at 7 am. To maintain communication and frequent meetings, all communication
channels were opened. The main purposes of frequent calls, stand up meetings, review
meetings were to share the knowledge and ideas so on. Another recommended practice was
to get visit at iteration and planning phase. One of the purposes of this visit was to develop
the iterations and making the plan based on workload and available resources.

Figure 36: Thematic map for “Difficult to convey vision and strategy”

Another recommended practice was, usages of common repository to store backlog, sprints,
codes, documentations so on. So, remote team members could access these stuffs to clarify
their requirements.
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Figure 37: Followed strategies “Difficult to convey vision and strategy”

 Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale

This issue was more around sensitivity stuff. Interviewees suggested that visit and training
can solve this issue. About the usage of cultural sensitivity training an interviewee said:

“Cultural sensitivity training more than anything that’s we’ve done to manage that.”

Figure 38: Thematic map for “Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale”

Interviewees also suggested to keep open all communication channels for communication
between all teams.

It was emphasized on visit to this sort of cultural sensitivity issues. An interviewee said that:

“Visiting the public culture to see it, in its setting rather than brining those guys in your
culture you have already diluted it. So you need to visit people in their location.”
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Figure 39: Followed strategies “Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale”

 Managers must adapt to local regulations:

To mitigate this issue, it needs to pre-plan before starting the project. For instance, if because
of rules and restrictions, one teams artifacts or business logic cannot be used by another
location’s teams. In this case, it will impossible to manage the project. So, before launching
the project it needs to pre-plan.

An interviewee said they have similar sort of product for different countries. Different
country manager wants to add new features for different country.  Before conducting the
planning meetings different country manager sit for meetings and decides which features
would go for which sprint.

Figure 40: Thematic map for “Managers must adapt to local regulations”

For understanding local rules or to clarify the rules for the remote teams; it was needed to
take visits. Sometimes it was needed to send expert to train the remote team.

Electronic white board was used between distributed Scrum teams to describe the tasks. It
also helps to monitoring the status of the team’s tasks and update the tasks.
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Figure 41: Followed strategies “Managers must adapt to local regulations”

6.3.4.4 Additional common GSD challenges (GSD)

6.3.4.4.1 Communication challenges

 Lack of Trust / Teamness / Interpersonal relationship

In order to describe the advantages of traveling between different sites, product owner
mentioned that:

“You can talk face to face. It will help a lot too. You can see the faces. You can know how
they get ideas, what they want, what they feel.”

One of the main purposes of visits, frequent communication and synchronizing works were
to do face to face interaction, ideas & feelings sharing and resolving issue co-operatively. As
a consequence of these, distributed teams can depend on each other. So, visits and frequent
communication works as positive catalyst to enhance the trust.  In order to mention the
importance of visit, Scrum master said that:

“If you only communicate in email because if your team works in asynchronous hours, it’s
very difficult to get the shared experience which is very important for the team building.”

Face to face communication via ICT mediated communication, synchronizing works, sprint
planning, reviews, pre-planning meetings are conducted in the overlapping working hours.
One of the interviewees mentioned that:

“Synchronize work hours is pretty important. If you intend to have a distributed team, the
teams need to feel that they work together somehow.”
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Figure 42: Thematic map for “Lack of Trust / Teamness / Interpersonal relationship”

Planning, iteration and review was conducted for the development and to monitoring the
progress, according to the requirements and design. Sprint planning and regular meetings
(official or unofficial) were conducted, because, from online meetings it was hard to realize
all requirements and design issues properly. In order to clarify the understandings, it was
needed to go for frequent meetings. At the end of the sprints, tasks & deliveries were peer
reviewed by local & remote teams to ensure the quality and expectations.

Pre-planning was another technique which was proposed by an interviewee. A interviewee
mentioned that before go for planning meetings with remote teams, they conducted a
preparation meeting which was taken at least a day. In this meeting they discussed about the
products, requirements, design and relevant issues in detail.
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Figure 43: Followed strategies “Lack of Trust / Teamness / Interpersonal relationship”
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6.3.4.4.2 Co-ordination challenges

 Lack of visibility and transparency in the process:

In the distributed Scrum teams, it was become hard to achieve the clear guidelines of
communication between teams. If team members wer not open and honest with other teams
then the visibility and transparency between teams was badly affected. In order to get read of
this issue, different strategies were followed; such as, plan on iteration, plan on staffing, plan
on task distribution so on.  Most of the interviewees mentioned that they emphasized on
frequent communication. Frequent communication was the only way that brings the teams
together, by using video call & video wall. Live chats, phone calls, voice chat, emailing and
so on were practiced to enhance the visibility & transparency.

Figure 44: Thematic map for “Lack of visibility and transparency in the process”

Another mitigation strategy was usage of online storyboard for instance, trello, greenhopper,
mingle, rally or many others. The purpose of using online story board described the flow of
works and the statue tasks.  If the online storyboard did not describe the work flows clearly
then people went for standup and/or frequent meetings and had discussion on issues.

Due to cultural barriers team meetings were not always fruitful always. It was often
happened, team members feel shy to share their issues. To overcome this issue, conversation
controlling technique, such as issue card moving was used. A card was moved from one lane
to another, this triggers the conversation between people involved in the card moving.

One interviewee mentioned to kill this visibility and transparency issue remote pairing,
review process and planning processes were used. For remote pairing technological help was
taken. Technology like video wall and constant video chat so on was used.
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In the distributed Scrum team, whole team members did not have similar experiences and
trainings. Interviewee said they had full awareness of it. So, sometimes they provided
product training and rotating the team members between the sites.
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Figure 45: Followed strategies “Lack of visibility and transparency in the process”

 Difference in skills and technical issues

Skills difference and technical issues were common in distributed Scrum teams because
different teams came from different background. About this issue few interviewees said that
they did not have exact solution to eliminate this issue. Few other interviewees said that they
have tried to solve the skills difference issue by following different strategies.

Figure 46: Thematic map for “Difference in skills and technical issues”
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Training or shadowing was a technique that was followed by interviewee’s team. The senior
members who were the guru for the teams; gurus were assigned to train the people.
Sometimes team members were rotating between sites.

An interviewee said that during the sprints, tasks were closely reviewed. Codes were peer
reviewed; to fix the bugs or issues, ideas were shared and frequent meetings were conducted.
Higher authorities were also involved in the review and issue fixing process. During the
meetings synchronous working hours, ICT mediated synchronous & asynchronous
communication was used.

After conducting the reviews, sometimes it was needed to allocate more days to fixing the
issues. As a consequence, it effected the sprints plan. Therefore, sprints plan needed to
modify and higher authorities were responsible to do that. Interviewees recommended a
practice of reviewing the first few sprints closely; for instance, review the tasks in each two
or three days. It was keeping everyone in the same page.
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Figure 47: Followed strategies “Difference in skills and technical issues”

6.4 Comparison between systematic literature review and interviews outcomes

6.4.1 Result analysis of additional common GSD challenges

In the literature, twelve number of common GSD challenges were identified by the
researchers [16]. It was followed by a similar sort of literature review to find newly faced but
common issues in the distributed software development arena. The authors have found out
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three new common challenges in the distributed development environment from the
literature.

Interviews were conducted from distributed Scrum practitioners to get the issues that had
been experienced. The discussions of the respondents were analyzed carefully. Finally, no
new common GSD challenge was revealed from the interviewees except for the literatures
common GSD issues.

A respondent said that, due to the time zone difference between China and USA, it becomes
difficult for the participating teams to have an online conversation. This was due to the fact
that overlapping working time between China and US was so little. Another respondent
mentioned about the teams located in different countries, because it became hard to have
discussion with distributed teams. This issue made the same sense as face to face meeting
difficulties which was mentioned in the literature [10].

Within the distributed teams it was hard to build the team bonding. An interviewee said that:

“If you only communication is email because if your team works asynchronous hours it’s
very difficult to get the shared experience which is very important for the team building.”

In the literature this issue is mentioned as lack of trust between teams because of dispersion
[10].

From the interviews, all the fifteen GSD issues were marked as common challenges because
these challenges were faced by distributed Scrum practitioners.

6.4.2 Result analysis of additional mitigation strategies for common GSD
challenges

From the interviews it was revealed that practitioner’s practiced strategies as discussed in the
Hossain et al.’s [16] papers and the solution strategies are:

 Synchronous working hours

 ICT – mediated synchronous communication
 ICT – mediated asynchronous communication
 Visit

 Frequent (or improved) communication
 Iteration
 Review

 Planning
In addition, authors have also brought out that the literature said issue tracker, Scrum support
tools (Burn down chart) training and so on were also used to mitigate the GSD issues
[9][38][55]. However, practitioners follow few more strategies and these are:

 Preparation meeting
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 Synchronizing works

 Training
 Working status meeting

The perspective of solution strategies for common GSD challenges, literature outcomes and
interview outcomes can be represented by the following figure.

Literature proposes for frequent deliveries, short feedback loop, demos and so on  to monitor
the progress [53][38][46][48][54][51].  It was focused on the visit and frequent
communication to enhance the trust or team building [9][51][55].

On the other hand, interviewees mentioned that they followed different strategies like a visit,
frequent communication, ICT mediated synchronous/ asynchronous communication,
preparation meeting and synchronizing works and so on, to develop trust or team bonding or
interpersonal relationship.

Skill difference is another common GSD issue. According to the literature visit, rotating the
team members, face to face training and visit were used to improve the individuals’ skills
[38][51]. But in the industry, it was needed to monitor the tasks, frequent interaction,
reviewing the works & ideas, usage of synchronous working hours and remote pairing so on
were exercised; these were described by the interviewees.

Maintenance of “visibility or transparency in the process” has become a common challenge
because teams were remotely located. Reviewing the tasks, monitoring progress,
communicating with teams and visiting the remote sites were the ways of mitigation
[46][48][27][41][9][51]. Scrum practitioners were not restricted with these solution steps.
They have adopted planning, remote pairing, online conferencing, controlling conversation
technique and so on.

This figure reflects that identified mitigation strategies were practiced by the distributed
Scrum practitioners.  As well as, it was needed to adopt several other steps to fix issues.

Figure 48: Knowledge gap between industry and
literature
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7 DISCUSSION

This study is a continuation of Hossain et al. [16] framework based on Babar and Hossain et
al [1] systematic literature review. They have conducted the literature search until 2009 and
proposed a framework [16]. As a consequence, authors followed the Babar and Hossain et al
[1] literature review and search papers from 2009 to up-to-date for the study.

In this study, authors found the additional common GSD challenges which has not been
presented in the framework [16]; as well as, it was searched the resolving strategies for
common issues from Scrum practitioners aspect. Finally, authors found some additional
issues with some new mitigation strategy.

7.1 Assessment of interview and analysis method

Ten practitioners participated in the interviews. Based on the evidences from interviewees,
the authors conducted the study. Therefore, limitation of respondent for the interview is
considered as validity threats. One of the major reasons for low participant was, each
interview took around 50-60 minutes. So, a few participants showed their interest for an
interview. However, the interviews were taken from experienced distributed Scrum
practitioners.

After conducting the interviews, authors decided to follow thematic analysis, amongst the
different sort of analysis method. The main reason to follow this analysis method was its
flexibility. This analysis method was new to authors and the authors implemented it for the
first time in this study to analyze the interviews. So, there may have been some lack of
proper implementation of the thematic analysis. Therefore, it is considered as another
validity threat. To eliminate this matter, authors compared their findings with the Hossain et
al. [16] previous study and to analysis the interviews, several existing thematic analysis
studies have been followed.

7.2 Integration of state of art and literature

The literature contains several numbers of mitigation strategies for frequently occurred
distributed software developments challenges [16]. To find more common GSD challenges
and mitigation strategies, literature was reviewed and questionnaire was prepared to conduct
interviews. Finally, three common GSD issues were discovered with four more new
mitigation strategies.

7.2.1 Additional common GSD challenges

Common GSD challenges were mentioned in the Hossain et al [16] paper. Among the
additional three common GSD issues, one of them is communication related issue, i.e. “Lack
of Trust / Teamness / Interpersonal relationship” [10]. In the distributed teams, face to face
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interaction within the team member is very rare. Sharing the ideas and caring others peoples
issues, has became hard in the distributed development environment. As a consequence, it
negatively affects the team bonding [43] [48] [53]. Moreover, rest of the two additional
issues are related to co-ordination; i.e. “Lack of visibility and transparency in the process”
and “Difference in skills and technical issues” [10]. In the disperse environment, cultural
difference and language barrier is common matter. Remote team members are coming from
different background and they have some limitation of working in a distributed environment.

Furthermore, different teams use different tools, processes and works in different
environment. Therefore, its hard to make the meetings fruitful to deliver and share the ideas
and strategies. On the other hand, sometimes remote teams like to hide their issues as well
[28][40][47][52].

The following table presents the additional common GSD challenges with the existing
common issues.

Table 34: Common GSD challenges [16] [10]

NO. CHALLENGES
Challenge_1

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n Reduced opportunities for synchronous communication

Challenge_2 Face to face meetings difficult
Challenge_3 Cultural misunderstandings

Challenge_4 (additional) Lack of Trust / Teamness /Interpersonal relationship
Challenge_5

C
oo

rd
in

at
io

n Increased coordination costs
Challenge_6 Reduced informal contact can lead to lack of critical task

awareness
Challenge_7 Inconsistent work practices can impinge on effective

coordination
Challenge_8 Reduced cooperation arising from misunderstanding

Challenge_9 (additional) Lack of visibility and transparency in the process
Challenge_10 (additional) Difference in skills and technical issues

Challenge_11

C
on

tr
ol

Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays
Challenge_12 Difficult to convey vision and strategy
Challenge_13 Perceived threat from training low-cost ‘rivals’
Challenge_14 Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale
Challenge_15 Managers must adapt to local regulations

The following table defines the frequently faced additional GSD issues with existing
challenges.
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Table 35: Definition of common GSD issues

7.2.2 Mitigation strategies from Scrum practitioner’s aspect

In order to resolve GSD issues, several numbers of solution strategies have been discussed in
the Hossain et al. paper [16]. From this study, authors find out that in the industry Scrum
practitioners are following Hossain et al. paper [16] techniques, as well as, preparation

Category Definition of common GSD challenges

Communication

Reduced opportunities for synchronous communication: “The effect of time zone offsets can
be so great that there is little or no opportunity for direct contact between dispersed team
members” [16].
Face to face meetings difficult: “Due to developers being located in different countries, it can be
difficult to hold face-to-face meetings” [16].
Cultural misunderstandings: “With developers located in different countries, misunderstandings
can occur due to language and cultural differences” [16].
Lack of Trust / Teamness /Interpersonal relationship: Due to socio cultural dispersion, there
occur lack to trust among the team members resulting in poor team dynamics and teamness
[10].

Coordination

Increased coordination costs: “The effect of time zone differences can be so great that project
coordination complexity and costs increase” [16] [28].
Reduced informal contact can lead to lack of critical task awareness: “Due to geographical
dispersion, lack of close interaction between developers may reduce team awareness” [16] [28].
Inconsistent work practices can impinge on effective coordination: “Due to developers being
located in different countries, there may be differences in national culture, language, motivation
and work ethics that can impede effective project coordination” [16] [28].
Reduced cooperation arising from misunderstanding: “Similarly, team member cooperation
might be reduced due to cultural and language differences creating misunderstandings” [16]
[28].
Lack of visibility and transparency in the process: Due to members located in different
geographical locations, it gets difficult having the process transparent to every member
regarding the process and the progress for example [10].
Difference in skills and technical issues: Offshore and Onshore teams may lack in difference in
skills, knowledge and technical infrastructure which makes it difficult to collaborate properly
[10].

Control

Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays: “When a project involves members
from different sites, enforcing process and artifact standards can be particularly important in
maintaining consistency and interoperability” [16].
Difficult to convey vision and strategy: “Due to stakeholders being located in different
countries, it can be difficult for onshore-based managers to convey the project vision and
strategy to offshore sites” [16].
Perceived threat from training low-cost ‘rivals’: “Employees in higher cost economies can feel
that their jobs are under threat from resources sourced from lower cost economies” [16].
Different perceptions of authority can undermine morale: “Perception of authority in a team
environment can vary between cultures. For example, in some cultures (e.g. Irish), developers
may require their superiors to earn their respect and in others (e.g. US culture) give more
unquestionable respect to figures of authority” [16].
Managers must adapt to local regulations: “When working in a global setting, onshore-based
managers must be aware of the limitations that local regulations can bring to the project” [16].
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meeting, synchronizing works, works status monitoring. Moreover, remote pairing, training
is mentioned both in literature and industry [38][46][51].

Table 36: List of strategies

From this study, it has been found that Scrum teams follow several techniques to lessen their
distributed development issues. The following table describes the strategies [16].

Table 37: Mitigation strategies (additional strategies are highlighted)

No. Solution Strategies Contents

1. Visit Teams members rotating between the sites and/or visit to do face -
to-face meetings and to be familiar with other teams.  Purpose of
visit is,  (1) building and maintenance of relationship; (2) reduce
misunderstanding and misinterpretation [16].

2. Synchronous working
hour

Working hours even are shifted to increase the overlapping
works. Overlapping working hours are used to enable
synchronous communication and to do meetings [16].

3. ICT –mediated
synchronous

communication

ICT –mediated synchronous communication reflects usage of
communication tools, during formal or informal synchronous
communication. For instance, individual or conference phone
calls, teleconference, video conference, web conference, or
application [16].

4. Frequent (or improved)
communication

Conducting formal and informal communication and/ or meetings
to share ideas, discussion on issues and so on [16].

5. Iteration Usage of multiple incremental approach in cyclic order to observe
the progress and fixing changes/ issues [16].

6. Planning Plan for task allocation, task scheduling, resource allocation,
resource estimation, define scope of work, task planning [16].

7. Review Formal or informal activities, for instance, demo presentation,
peer review and review meetings so on; to assess the works and
measure the progress. Review enables to get feedbacks from

EXISTING MITIGATION
STRATEGIES

ADDITIONAL MITIGATION
STRATEGIES

- Synchronized works hours
- ICT mediated synchronous

communication
- ICT mediated asynchronous

communication
- Visit
- Frequent (or improved)

communication
- Iteration
- Review
- Planning

- Preparation meeting
- Synchronizing works
- Training
- Work status monitoring
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stakeholders [16].  Documenting sprints and reviews the results.

8. ICT –mediated
asynchronous

communication

Usage of emails, messaging, wiki to do asynchronous
communication with team members [16].

9. Work status monitoring Usage of online story board, electronic Scrum board/ issue
tracking board to update the works and constant monitoring of
works by work status monitoring meetings.

10. Training Providing training on cultural stuffs and developing skills. And
remotely pairing and/or provide training for skill development.

11. Preparation meeting Teams enable meetings to take preparation on stories and/ or
business requirements before planning meetings.

12. Synchronizing works Usage of tools and/ or servers to synching the works; Tools like
SVN and code repository so on.

7.2.3 Mitigation strategies and common GSD challenges

The following sections describe on solution strategies for addition frequently faced GSD
issues and existing challenges those are following some newly found resolving techniques.

7.2.3.1 Adaptation of new strategies by existing common GSD challenges

From this study it was revealed that several numbers of existing issues were lessened
through existing mitigation strategies as well as newly found resolving techniques. The
following table presents those existing issues following the new mitigation strategies. Here
‘X’ marks means, challenges are using marked strategies.

Table 38: Existing Common GSD issues with new mitigation strategies

C
at

eg
or

ie
s

Mitigation strategies

Existing  Common
GSD Challenges

Preparation
meeting

Synchronizing
working

Training Works status
monitoring

C
om

m
un

ic
at

i
on

Reduce opportunities for
synchronous

communication

X X

Face to face meetings
difficulties

X

Cultural misunderstanding X X

C
oo

rd
in

at
io

n Increase coordination costs X X

Reduce informal contact
can lead to lack of critical

task awareness
Inconsistent work practice
can impinge on effective

X
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coordination
Reduce cooperation arising

from misunderstanding
X

C
on

tr
ol

Management of project
artifacts may be subject to

delays
Difficult to convey vision

and strategy
Perceive threat from low-

cost ‘rivals’
Different perception of

authority can undermine
morale

X

Manger must adapt to local
regulations

X X

7.2.3.2 Mitigation strategies for additional common GSD issues

“Lack of trust” between distributed teams is identified as a common issue. To resolve or
lessen it, literature and Scrum practitioners mention several strategies. It has been mentioned
that working hours are overlapped to conduct meetings, planning, reviewing and
synchronizing works. Team members were rotated and/ or visit between  the remote sites
[9][51]. Tools has been used for communication, as well as, for monitoring the work
progress [51][55]. Total works have been split in a number of small sprints, to get the
quicker feedback. Before conducting the meetings, local teams prepared themselves.

However, “Lack of visibility and transparency in the process” is another frequent issue. To
solve it, documentation, wikis, sprint demos are used by the practitioners. Issue tracking
tools, bug tracker and electronic board so on are used to monitor the works [9][51][48]. In
addition, team members frequently communicate with other teams (e.g. conference, email,
chat etc.) to discuss on strategies and to review the product. Visit is also needed for
conveying the product strategy. For, “Difference in skill and technical issues”, it needs to
follow the remote pairing, training, sprint reviewing. It focused on cognitive effort to
communicate via communication tools for training. In the distributed teams, it is hard to
arrange face to face training every time. Planning for face to face trainings is another
important part of the plan [51][38].
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Table 39: Mitigation strategies for common GSD challenges (additional issues are marked)
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hr
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ks

T
ra

in
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g

W
or

ks
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ta
tu

s 
m

on
ito

ri
ng

C
om

m
un

ic
at

io
n

Reduced opportunities
for synchronous
communication

X X X X X X X X X X

Face to face meetings
difficult

X X X X X X X X X

Cultural
misunderstandings

X X X X X

Lack of Trust /
Teamness /Interpersonal
relationship

X X X X X X X X X X

C
oo

rd
in

at
io

n

Increased coordination
costs

X X X X X X X X X

Reduced informal
contact can lead to lack
of critical task awareness

X X X X X X X X

Inconsistent work
practices can impinge on
effective coordination

X X X X X X X X

Reduced cooperation
arising from
misunderstanding

X X X X X

Lack of visibility and
transparency in the
process

X X X X X X X X

Difference in skills and
technical issues

X X X X X X X X X

C
on

tr
ol

Management of project
artifacts may be subject
to delays

X X X X X X X

Difficult to convey
vision and strategy

X X X X X X X X

Perceived threat from
training low-cost ‘rivals’
Different perceptions of
authority can undermine
morale

X X X X X

Managers must adapt to
local regulations

X X X X

From this study, authors did not find any mitigation technique for this control challenge
“Perceived threat from training low cost ‘rivals’” from the Scrum team’s aspect. So, it is
considered as a purely GSD issue. Moreover, Scrum teams adopted newly found mitigation
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strategies to resolve the GSD issues. Another major outcome of this study is, it gets the
solution or lessening strategies for the two following existing control issues; first one is,
“Management of project artifacts may be subject to delays” and the other one is, “Managers
must adapt to local regulations”.

7.2.4 Validity threats
Several number of threats is mentioned here. Validity threat are considered from literature
and interview study aspects. From the literature aspects threats are biasness, publication
year, selection of studies and analysis technique so on. In addition, interview’s aspect threats
are number of interviewees and their roles and analysis technique so on.

1. Lack of interview participants:
The number of participantsin the interview was low. Therefore, it has a consequent effect on
the interview results. The main purpose of conducting the interview was to collect the GSD
challenges and practices to fix the issues. Since, the numbers of respondents were low; so
there were possibilities of not collecting more common GSD issue from industry with
solution steps. But the interviews were taken from Scrum master, product owner and those
who have working experience in a distributed Scrum team for at least six months. So, we can
rely on the result.

Another risk is, interviewed participants were influenced by various factors such as working
environment pressure, daily issues and so on. These issues may affect the respondents. As a
consequence, it becomes hard to find out all the challenges and the mitigation practices that
they have followed.

2. Selecting of primary studies:
The purpose of a systematic literature review was to find out the challenges and mitigation
strategies from the Scrum point of view. In order to do this, Baber and Hossain et al [1]
literature review was followed. In this SLR, a search was conducted from 2003 up to 2009.
Based on this SLR, Hossain et al [1] proposed a framework for GSD common challenges
and their Scrum oriented mitigation strategies.

Authors have followed similar search strategies and conducted the 2009 to 2013. Purpose of
extending the SLR was to find out more GSD challenges and mitigation strategies from
Scrum teams point of view. Extension of the SLR was sensible because based on this SLR
Hossain et al [1] proposed a framework. And it was authors focused to search addition
common GSD challenges and Scrum team practices to solve it.

3. Selected primary studies publication year:
Authors have selected the studies from 2009 to 2013. If authors can include the studies upto
2014 then it would be better to find more issues and mitigation strategies. But due to time
constant, it would be hard to include the studies upto 2014.
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4. Missing GSD challenges and mitigation steps:
To reduce the threat of missing challenges and Scrum oriented mitigation from primary
studies; a data extraction form was developed for selecting the primary articles and
extracting the data. In addition, during selection of the primary studies, both authors
crosschecked the data extraction form and finalize the primary studies. Later, randomlysome
of the articles were cross checked. During cross checking, both authors sat together and
finalized purposes of inclusion or exclusion.

5. Way of data extraction
To reduce the biasness of data and inclusion of irrelevant data; a table was designed based on
the research questions. GSD issues and the mitigation were kept in the table with description
and the references. The data extraction table was formed, modified as the thesis progress.

6. Usage of general analysis in the literature review
There is a number of analysis methods such as, domain analysis, induction, and thematic
analysis and so on. Authors were confused about the appropriateness of the analysis. As a
consequence, based on the typological analysis, authors developed a general analysis
method. It was used to analyze the SLR result.

7. Misunderstanding of information at the time of interview
Every person has his own perception of understanding the things. Different people can
interpret the same thing in a different way. During the interview, if a participant
misunderstood the questions, then the ultimate answer will be different.  To eliminate the
threat, a discussion session was arranged to discuss on GSD issues and mitigations. And,
questionnaire with detailed meaning was sent to the respondents. As a pre-caution, meaning
of the challenges were mentioned with the questionnaire.

8. Respondent’s role in the team
A risk may arise, if similar sort of respondent is selected, for instance, all participants are
developer or all participants are tester. This threat is minimized by selecting different
members of the Scrum team, such as a product owner, Scrum master, tester, and team leader
so on. The purpose of selecting the guys with different role was, gathering of information
from different points of view. The reason is, for instance, to mitigate an issue, Scrum master
will think to follow some steps but developer will take different steps. People from different
roles think to solve in different ways.

9. Biasness of publication:
It was the questions to find the common GSD challenges with Scrum oriented solutions.
Therefore, search string was formulated with Scrum and GSD related words. So, GSD issues
are searched from distributed Scrum’s perspective. The intention was looking for common
challenges; so, it is not considered as a major threat.
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10. Biasness of analysis technique
Implementation of thematic analysis is considered as a threat; as authors did not do this sort
of analysis earlier. To do the thematic analysis,authors followed several number of research
papers where researchers used thematic analysis. As it is the first time authors followed
thematic analysis in this study; hence, authors compared their findings with the previous
study. Therefore, biasness of analysis technique is considered as a risk. But during the
analysis, researchers studies (GSD & Scrum studies and thematic analysis studies) were
followed to analysis and categories the data. Based on these studies, analysis and
categorization of data was performed.
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8 CONCLUSION:

8.1 Reviewing research questions:

RQ1:

The literature discusses on distributed software development’s common challenges and
proposed several solution strategies from the aspect of Scrum practitioners. Authors focused
on the additional frequently faced common GSD issues those are not yet mentioned. In order
to search challenges, authors followed Babar and Hossain et al. published [1] systematic
literature review. Moreover, Kitchenham’s suggested guidelines [30] was followed to
conduct the search, collect and evaluat the challenges and the mitigation steps, those that
have been discussed in the literature.

Babar and Hossain et al. literature review [1] focused on the papers, those are published
from 2003 to 2009. However, based on this literature review Hossain et al. [16] proposed the
mitigation strategies. Authors extended the Babar and Hossain et al [1] literature review
from 2009 to 2013.

Authors used similar sort of checklist that was used by Babar and Hossain et al. systematic
[1] literature review. The purposed of usage of the checklist was to identify the additional
common GSD challenges and their mitigation strategies. Finally, three new common
challenges were revealed with their resolving techniques. Newly occurred challenges and
their solution strategies are discussed in the section 6.2.4 and 6.2.5.

RQ 2.1 and RQ 2.2:

To identify common challenges and mitigation steps, a list of questionnaire was prepared to
pass it to the interviewees to give the idea about the challenges. During the discussion with
the respondents, GSD issues and the relevant mitigation have been identified. The issues that
were mentioned by two respondents at least, was marked as a common issue.

In order to conduct the interviews, distributed Scrum practitioners were focused to get
Scrum practitioners strategies of resolving the GSD issues.  The purposes of using Scrum
practitioners were to verify the common challenges by the industry and find more issues and
solution strategies from Scrum practitioner’s aspect.

Finally, fifteen common challenges and twelve mitigation strategies has been identified from
the point of view Scrum practitioners. Among the practitioners mention issues, twelve of
them were mentioned in Hossain’s framework [16] and the rest of the three challenges
identified through this study. In addition, few more mitigation strategies were identified with
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the existing resolving techniques. These challenges and mitigations are discussed in the
section 6.3.

RQ3:

It is mentioned earlier, a questionnaire was prepared with GSD challenges and mitigation
strategies those were get from the literature. Respondents were asked for other new common
issues. Though, no new common issues were identified by authors, the respondents
discussed on, not only the given mitigation strategies but also several other mitigation
strategies.

Existing studies identified several number of common issues and from this, authors get a few
additional common issues. Moreover, through the interviews, respondents discussed on the
issues which are acquired from the literature. The absence of the new common issues from
interviewee’s aspect, affects the merit of the conclusion of this study. It could be a possible
reason that respondents were not aware of all the GSD challenges. It needs to be mentioned
that the number of interviewee’s has an impact on this study’s outcome.

Furthermore, it has been seen from this study that GSD issues and their solution mechanism
depends on the distributed project environments. So, issues and mitigation studies differ
from project to project. Authors get little new mitigation mechanism from literature review
and interviews.

The gaps and commonalities are discussed in the section 6.4.

8.2 Future work:

This study dedicatedly emphasized on the usage of Scrum practitioners’ practices in the
distributed software development. The main focus was on state of art (literature review) and
state of practices (Interviews). The purpose of conducting literature review and interview
was to find out the common challenges and their mitigation strategies. There are few
relevant aspects not addressed in this study which can be interesting topics for future studies
in the Scrum and GSD arena.

Literature mentions several number of common GSD issues with mitigation strategies from
Scrum practitioners’ perspective. This study adds three more challenges as common GSD
issues and their solution steps. Moreover, several new mitigation steps have been revealed
from this study. According to the literature, there are several other GSD challenges existed
in the industry. It is our future interest to do case industry and/or interview, to find the
mitigation strategies for rest of the GSD issues from Scrum teams aspect.

In the co-located sites, communication, co-ordinaiton and control between teams are not an
issue; because Scrum team members see each other, talk to each other regularly and they
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work in the same location. But in the distributed environment the communication, co-
ordination and control processes between teams are affected. So, it seems that it could be a
further study to conduct the case studies, to get the strategies from industry to resolve the
communication, co-ordinaiton and control processeses for distributed settings.
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10 APPENDIX

The quality assessment matrix has been formulated below. ‘1’ represents the existence of
information found within the 20 selected papers for reviews whereas ‘0’ represents the
absence of information. The total points represent the cumulative value out of 10 elements. It
needs to be pointed out that the higher the total value is it does not necessarily mean the
paper is more valuable in terms of contributing information to the research. This is because
the category ‘paper evidence’, ‘GSD Background’ and ‘Scrum findings’ do not carry the
same value to the research. For example, ‘Challenges’ under Scrum findings represent more
value than the elements ‘Scrum model’ or ‘#personnel’ for instance. Therefore, the value of
“Total” simply represents how many elements out of 10 elements mentioned are found in a
particular review paper. However, having 1 instead of 0 represents more contextual factors
that help to consider more relevance to the research topic.

Table 40:  Quality assessment table

Title of the primary selection
papers A[1..20]

Paper GSD Background Scrum
Findings

T
otal

E
vidence

M
ode

#sites

#team
s

#personnel

T
im

e-zone
D

ifference

dom
ain

Scrum
m

odel

C
hallenges

Strategies

[A1] Agile Practices The Impact
on Trust in Software Project
Teams

1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 6

[A2] Challenges in Distributed
Scrum

0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 5

[A3] Classes of Distributed Agile
Development Problems

1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 6

[A4] Distributed agile: project
management in a global
environment

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 6

[A5] Experience of Executing
Fixed Price Off-shored Agile
Project

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 7

[A6] Experiences in Scaling the
Product Owner Role in Large-
Scale Globally Distributed
Scrum

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 7

[A7] Formulating Effective
Coordination Strategies in
Agile Global Software
Development Teams

1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 8

[A8] From RUP to Scrum in
Global Software Development:
A Case Study

1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 9
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[A9] Fully Distributed Scrum
Linear Scalability of
Production between San
Francisco and India

0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 8

[A10] Fully Distributed Scrum:
Replicating Local Productivity
and Quality with Offshore
Teams

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

[A11] Inter-team coordination in
large-scale globally distributed
Scrum: Do Scrum-of-Scrums
really work?

1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 7

[A12] Leveraging Global Talent
for Effective Test Agility

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

[A13] Risk Identification and
Mitigation Processes for Using
Scrum in Global Software
Development: A Conceptual
Framework

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 5

[A14] Scaling Scrum in a Large
Distributed Project

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 9

[A15] Scrum Practice Mitigation
of Global Software
Development Coordination
Challenges: A Distinctive
Advantage?

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

[A16] Teaching a globally
distributed project course
using Scrum practices

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 7

[A17] Towards an
understanding of tailoring
Scrum in global software
development: A multi-case
study

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

[A18] Trust in agile teams:
Overcoming the obstacles of
distributed software
development

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

[A19] Using Scrum in
Distributed Agile
Development: A Multiple Case
Study

1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9

[A20] Why Scrum Works: A
Case Study from an Agile
Distributed Project in
Denmark and India

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10

The Table 49 below shows the data extraction form that was used in this study with brief
descriptions.
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Table 41: Data Extraction Form

P
ap

er
 D

es
cr

ip
tio

n

Paper ID: Unique ID to identify any particular
paper

Date of Extraction: Date in which the paper has been
extracted

Author: Lists out the name of the author(s)
credited

Year: Year of publication

Title: Title of the published paper

Source: Indicate the primary journal/conference
where the paper has been published

Type of article: Article type. Valid input includes
Journal, conference paper etc.

Paper aim: (what were the aims of this paper?)
A brief summary of what the paper is about. Valid input includes
abstract or highlighted introduction of the paper.

Paper Evidence: Method used for subject of
investigation within the paper.
Valid input includes empirical
study, Experience report,
unclear.

Se
le

ct
io

n/
Q

ua
lit

y 
A

ss
es

sm
en

t

Does a paper address the use of any
Scrum practices in distributed
projects?

Valid input includes Yes or no

Does a paper discuss any real life
experience of using Scrum practices
in distributed projects?

Valid input includes Yes or no

Does the objective of the paper is
clearly mentioned?

Valid input includes Yes or no

Does the paper discuss GSD project
contextual factors adequately?

Valid input includes Yes or no

G
SD

B
ac

kg
ro

un
d

Collaboration mode: Collaboration mode of the
GSD project. Valid input
include inter-organizational,
intra-organizational or unclear
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Number of Sites: Number of sites for the GSD
project.

Number of Teams: Number of teams working
within the GSD project

Project personnel: Number of project personnel
within the GSD project

Time zone differences: Time zone differences within
different teams in GSD
project.

Application Domain: Application domain of the
GSD project.

St
ud

y 
F

in
di

ng
s

Scrum team scenario (model): Scrum team scenario model
mentioned for the GSD
project. Valid input includes
Isolated Scrum team/Scrum of
Scrum meeting used for site
based team coordination/Fully
integrated ( e.g. Scrum team
contain onshore and offshore
personnel)/unclear.

Challenges: Challenging factors that
impact GSD communication,
coordination and
collaboration processes and
restrict the use of Scrum
practice.

Strategies: Used various strategies to
reduce project stakeholder’s
distribution challenges to
support the use of Scrum
practices

Subjective evaluation: A small summary of the
findings from the paper.

Selection: Selection condition of the
paper. Valid input Yes or No.

Reviewed by: Name of the reviewer
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Table 42: Interview Questions
Interview questions

Personal
Information

Have you ever worked in a Distributed Scrum team?
What is/was your role in the Scrum team?
How many years of experience do you have in the distributed Scrum
team?

Project
Characteristics

What is the collaboration mode of the project?

What is the number of sites on the project?

What is the number of teams on the distributed project?

What is the total number of project personnel?

What are the time zone differences?

What is the application domain of the project?

Communication,
Coordination and
Control Challenges
and Mitigation
Strategies

Among the communication challenges from this checklist, which
are the challenges have you faced?
Among the solution strategy list, which strategies have you
followed in order to mitigate the challenges that you have faced?
Would please explain how and when you have followed the selected
strategies?
Do you follow any other strategies or techniques? If yes, explain
when and how?
Among the coordination challenges from this checklist, which are
the challenges have you faced?
Among the solution strategy list, which strategies have you
followed in order to mitigate the challenges that you have faced?
Would please explain how and when you have followed the selected
strategies?
Do you follow any other strategies or techniques? If yes, explain
when and how?
Among the control challenges from this checklist, which are the
challenges have you faced?
Among the solution strategy list, which strategies you have
followed? Would please explain how and when you have followed
the selected strategies?
Do you follow any other strategies or techniques? If yes, explain
when and how?

Additional
Challenges and
fitness of Scrum in
GSD

Do you have faced any other challenges during the distributed
projects? If yes, please mention the challenges and explain the
solution strategies.
Any other comments please specify.

Overall, is Scrum methodology fitted well for the globally
distributed software development?


